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Kentucky Windage

ONE OF KENTUCKY
PPPPP•

BETTER WEIIKLY

TI,. News has won awards for
excellence eriery year It ha. bean
submitted In Judging contests.

A •• 4:04
t

(By P. W.,
VOLUME 40
The News staff worked hard last year,
trying with each issue to put out the best
written, most interesting, most informative
paper that we knew how. We found out last
weekend that we all had done a pretty good
job: the Kentucky Press Association annual
awards committee handed us eleven awards
at the summer KPA meeting at Cumber
land
Falls.
I was particularly pleased with our
awards because we had five writers involved
out of the six we employed last year, indicating a pretty good standard of excellence
(and hard work!)around here by all. Besides
Jo and myself, Betty Higgins—a young lady
fresh out of Murray who was our reporter
and feature writer last fall — won second
place for her feature stories, and Win Whitnel, who wrote an interesting column last
fall, won an honorable mention (fourth
place) his first time at bat. And while Karen
Rice wasn't specifically mentioned, the Woman's Page over which she works mightily
each week won the top State award in our
circulation division.
So we are kinda proud of the eleven additions to the twenty-eight awards we already have hanging on the wall.
Few could have been earned, however,
without first earning public trust, public esteem and public support right here at home,
and that we value most of all . . . and work
hardest to merit.
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Two Hundred Low-Income Students
Receive Jobs In Four - County Area
Two hundred low-income students in a four money allotment. Those selected were screened by such
county (Fulton, Hickman, Carlisle, and Ballard) Impartial
officials as the city
area were recently chosen from some 700 appli- managers, school superinte
ndents,
and
welfare officials.
cants for a nine-week summer job program sponThis program that will aid
sored by the Office of Economic Opportunity. the needy boys and girls is in
The jobs were made available by the Federal De- operation this summer for the
partment of Labor that allotted $84,400 for this first time in this area. However, from now on, It will bean
area.
annual program, according to

Director Pearson. Although it
is Just now being initiated in
Western Kentucky, it has been
in existence for several years
In other states in the country.
In addition to Director Pearson, there are other supervisors in the 0E0 program.
Tom King Is the project director
of this specific program.
According to the Executive 24 hours
per week at the mini- Counselors
GEST IN KENTUCKY: J. Westpheling holds plaque
in this program are
Director of the Mississippi mum
awarded last weekend by the Kentucky
wage.
Paul Caldwell, Fulton County;
Press Association, which named her column, "Jo's
River Economic Opportunity
Although 700 students applied Gerald
Notebook" best weekly column in the
Vaughan,
Hickman
Council, Inc.—Augustus Pear- for
Stahl. Paul Westpheling holds two more first-place
the work positions, only 200 County; Danny Duncan,
plagues, orw awarded him for editorial
Carlisle
son, Jr.--the students will work could
be selected because of the County; and Gary
writing and the other for edverlising. In addition,
Lee
Pace,
The News won eight other excellence citaBallard County.
tions.
The new work program is
definitely an asset to the communities that it serves, and
Mr. Pearson declared, "We are
doing all we can to benefit the
Trophies, ribbons, and prizes are the Nemo Williams
Mem- low income people in this area-are the awards to be presented orial Trophy and the Caldwell 1 just wish we could employ
to the winners in the thirteen Farms Trophy.
more!"
separate classes in the annual
This particular 0E0program
The $1225 allotted for prize
YMBC horse show, The event money will
is
only one of the many similar
be distributed among
by the Young Men's the winners of the following programs that the Mississippi
The Fulton County News, which has won 'given in three other classes: sponsored
Business
Club
will be held Sat- classes:
River Economic Opportunity
Continued on Page 2
awards for excellence every year it has been en- general editorial page content urday night, June
24 at 730 at
Class I--2-year-old walking Council sponsors. Other prolayout, excellence in typothe Riding Ring on the NewShow mares.
tered in Kentucky Press Association newspaper and
grams
aiding the community are
graphy and in the feature story
on Highway 51 North.
Class II--Pony class (Fulton Headstart, Manpower, Emerproduction contests, was given eleven separate competition for a series of fea- Ground
Two special trophies will be and adjoining counties),
ture stories written by Betty
no set gency Food and Medical Proexcellence awards last weekend.
given to the winner in two tails,
48 inches and under, gram, Community organization,
Biggins.
special classes that win for riders 12-yearsold and under. Conduct and Administration,
A third-place award was
The awards were based on entries submitted iven
three successive years. These
Class III--Pleasure walking and Senior Opportunities.
to Publisher Paul Westin twelve contests for writing, features, advertishorses, no set tails, boots and
ling for his column, "Kenpads permitted, English equiping, page layout and production work done dur- ucky Windage', which the
ment only.
budges described as 'informaing 1971 by the News publishers and staff. The tive,
Class IV--2-year-old walkand in good style'.
awards were made during the summer KPA . Honorable mentions
ing stallions and geldings.
(4th
Class V--Fine harness pony
meeting at Cumberland Falls, and were accepted place) were awarded in four
class.
ategories. General All-Around
by publisher Paul Westpheling at the Friday ban- Excellenc
Class
V1--Country pleasure
Woman's Page,
e,
quet there. The KPA awards are recognized as ews Pictures, and for the col(Fulton and adjoining counties),
....~%.......~....../..
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Western or English equipment,
•
•••••••
•
• the highest departm
Former Governor Louie B.
ental honors that a news- mn written by Win Whitnel last Steve Fryrear is heading a no
set tails.
fall.
Nunn began his campaign for
committee of six that plans to
paper
can
attain
in
the
state.
Class
VII--Juven
•
ile
class, United States Senator this
The eleven awards bring the
Wrong Impression
week
contact business leaders soon walking
mares or geldings, with a visit to Fulton
number of awards won by
County,
concerning their support of the riders
Judging was done by a group of leading In- total
18-years-old and under. the ma,
ftle News and its staffto thirty'Last week, in the Fulton Neivs, I wrote
of the planned 120
organization of the United Fund
Class VIM:Ladies class, counties he
diana newspaper publishers.
nine during the past twentyIntends to camsome words about the problems our staffs at
in Fulton. The other committee riders amateur
five years. In that time The
19-years-old paign in within the next
few
members
are
Billie
Bushart,
The News received three COLUMN
both papers encounter when trying to screen
and
over, walking horses, months.
News has entered the competifirst-place plaques in Its divi(Single Subject). Jo's Note- tion nine times and has received Linda McDade, Paul Kasnow, mares, or geldings only.
calls coming into the office on a busy press
Sunday
evening,
he arrived
sion:
Class IX--3-year-old walk- In Fulton to
book, written by editor Jo West- honors in every phase of news- Harold Henderson, and the Revmeet and talk with
day.
EDITORIAL EXCELLENCE
ing horses.
pheling, was ccesidered well- paper writing and production. erend Gerald Stow.
the local concerns for the
This award was based on a informed on subject
Previously, The News was
Class X--Men's amateur county. He
Mr. Fryrear was appointed by
matter,
continued his camMy staff in Hickman read "Jo's Noteseries of editorials written last free flowing, and in
good style. judged the Best All-Around the Chamber of Commerce to walking class; entries not el- paign in Fulton Monday mornyear in support of the South
weekly
book," in the News and were perturbed more
newspape
r In Kentucky head this 'feasibility' com- igible for Class 13.
ADVERTISING
ing and then traveled on to the
Fulton City Manager form of
Class
XI—Roadster pony Fulton County
This award was based on a in its circulation class (under mittee. They must contact the
than a little bit because the column may
Courthouse in
government, which resulted in specified variety of home-pre- 2500).
supporters of the individual class, 50 Inches and under, Hickman on Monday afternoon.
have left the impression they couldn't make
a 'vote of confidence' for that pared display ads written by
The Fulton County News was drives and conclude whether
stable
colors.
He
was
or
accompanied by his
form of government in a called Publisher -Ad manager Paul purchased by Paul andJo West- not
Class X11--4-year-old walk- press secretary
the proper judgments which telephone calls
a combined United Fund
, Larry Van
election.
pheling in 1947 from Paul Bus- Drive would be successfu
ing horses.
Westpheling.
House.
l
they should take, or which they should not,
in
BEST LOCALLY WRITTEN
Class XIII--Open to all walkSecond -place awards were hart, the Westphelings coming Fulton. They must receive pledNunn said that he was quite
especially when they have been told rather
to Fulton from Washington, D. ges from businesse
Impressed with the hospitality
s and check ing horses.
C. In Washington, Mr. West- If the total for
emphatically that I am unable to accept calls
Bobby Barclay is chairman offered him in Fulton County.
one drive would
pheling was on the display ad- be as much as the
total for all of the tenth annual show and says He also stated that he saw
during a conference, or a writing session, or
vertising staff of the Washington the
individual
fund-raising that everyone is welcome. Ad- national issues much the same
a gabfest.
POST and Mrs. Westpheling was drives held presently.
mission Is one dollar per way as the Western Kentuckians
an editor with the Office of War
If the committee finds that the person.
did.
Information and later with the United Fund would
If I left that impression, I want you to
be successVeteran's
Administr
John
Reeks,
ation.
Sammy
Haddad, or Leroy Sawful, then the Chamber of Comknow it was greatly in error,for the staffs at
Westpheling, a native of merce will appoint
yer will be named a City Commissioner for South St.Mr.
a United
both papers are extremely competent, reaJoseph, Missouri, is a grad- Fund chairman.
Fulton this Saturday, June 24, following the specsonable and pleasant. It's their "boss," who
The .feasibility" committee
Continued on page 4
ial election. The three candidates in the race are
will meet next week to begin
can't make the judgment from one hour to
their research.
vieing for the position recently vacated by M. M.
the next which calls should be accepted imA three-car crash on US Si, at 12.30 p.m. from the
inluries
Matlock, who resigned before his term expired.
1 1/2 miles south of Fulton on she received
mediately, and which calls should be returnin the accident
Saturday,
killed
Mrs,
Janet
at the HIllview Hospital. Her
The South Fulton voters may Johnston, Clarence Oliver, and
ed, a little later.
BEGINS INTERNSHIP
Bradshaw and seriously injured husband was treated at the
mark their ballots from 9 a.m. Floyd Martin, judges, Mrs.
same
Ira
Allen Wayne Blanton, Seven time for lacerations and disStanley
Scates.
5
HI
p.m.
The
East
a
Side
preFulton
Cloys, Ruby Gamblin, clerks,
The matter is even more complicated
James W. McClellan from
liteh graduate and a past stu- other people involved in the missed.
cinct is located at the Tele- Mrs. Carmen Wheeler and Fulton County
achieved a pernow with calls coming in from all over the
accident were not seriously inphone Warehouse on Central Peggy Holloway, registrars.
Allen Wayne Blanton, Route 3,
fect 4.0 academic standing dent at UTM, recently began a jured.
South Fulton, was the nineteenAvenue, while the West Side
country wanting to interview the Kentucky
West Side—Bill Gray, Of- during the spring semester at summer pharmacy internstap
Mrs. Janet Bradshaw Fowler, year-old seriously injured
precinct
is
at
sited
the
at
South
the
City
Super Drug. The
in
ficer; Dudley Morris, Herman Murray State University.
delegates to the National Democratic Cona 21-year-old resident of South the accident. He suffered
Fulton City Hall.
a broEasley, H. F. Jones, judges,
His name was previously ton of /dr. and Mrs Bobby Fulton,
vention, of which I am one.
was the wife of Michael ken Jaw and concussion and is
Election officers for the two Mose11 Ross, Mrs. M. E. Dews, omitted from
ho.ites
of
Dogwood
Lane,
Stan- Fowler, Chap
the Dean's List
Taylor's Trailer presently in the Community
precincts are: East Side--Leon clerks; and Virginia J. Jones due to an error
in data pro- ley will attend the UK School Court, South Fulton. After the
Much can be said about the subject, but
Hospital in Mayfield, after being
Hutchens, Officer, Albert S. and Lila Hastings, registrars. cessing.
of Pharmacy this fall.
accident at 10:20 a.m., she died transferred there from
I think it is sufficient to say that I deeply rethe
Obton County Hospital in Union
gret any slight suggestion that our staffs are
City. His condition isnow listed
not the finest to be had anywhere. As for the
Service Totals 126 Teaching Years-- —
as satisfactory.
According to Tennessee State
matter of phone calls I can only say that the
Trooper Tom Kilpatrick at
telephotne is a great instrument for comUnion City, the three cars inmunication, but a tremendous nuisance to
volved in the accident were:
by
Mr. James T. Walker, Jr.'s
Dona
Martin
employees who have to do without the added
in Lebanon, Kentucky. She has ochial
school, Sister Caroltta at Flaherty School in Vine 1971 Buick. He and his wife and
served
that
-burden of trying to determine who's who
in
position
fourfor
While most teachers, after a strenuous 9- teen
remarked, "I fInclitencouraging Grove, Kentucky.
four children were traveling
years, but she has been a that Father
-among my friends and associates.
Hagman and the parWorking in various states south and none were injured in
month session in the classrooms, may look for- schooltea
cher for a total of 45 ents have done
so much for the throughout her teaching career, the crash. There was8100 damward to a summer of relaxation to get away from years.
children.'
Sister Carolita has taught Soc- age to the left side of the car.
In that 45 years, Sister Anne
A 1965 Chevrolet driven by
Sister Camilla is also apub- ial Studies on the high school
it all, the feeling certainly isn't universal.
Rita has taught in several states lic schooltea
Allen Wayne Blanton, son of Mr.
cher and has been level.
Prise-Winning Column
in such unusual programs as teaching
and
Mrs. Carroll Blanton, who
for
35
years.
Take the case of three Catholic Sisters who Headstart. She taught the
She is
Sister Mary Josephine is a
Was also traveling south. His
Trying to explain the comments about
(Continued on page six)
are teaching in Fulton County this week and next Indians and Spanish-speaking presently serving as librarian
car was a total loss,
telephone calls in my column in both
— they have come here because they love to children in New Mexico for sevMichael Fowler's 1965 Ford
eral years about thirty years
papers takes on an even more complicated
that
had Mrs. Fowler as a pasteach!
ago. In that service, she dealt
senger,
His car was completely
situation this week, especially since "Jo's
with non-English speaking studemolished.
The three Sisters — Sisters Anne Rita, Caro- dents and worked in the worst
Notebook," which appears in the Fulton
The Blanton car was passing
lita and Mary Josephine — are teaching Christian types of disease.
News, won a handsome plaque last week at
the Walker car on a hill and hit
Although Sister Anne Rita will
educati
on
to
the
youngst
Fowler car head-on, acers
at St. Edward's Catholic be forced to retire from public
the Kentucky Press Association for being the
cording to Trooper Kilpatrick.
Church in Fulton this week. and next week will school teaching
after this next
best hometown column written among Class
The Fowler car slid partially
do the same at Sacred Heart Church in Hickman year because of her age, she
sideways and was hit in the right
One newspapers in the state.
plans to continue her service in
front door,
The classes are being held each morning.
a parochial scnool. In defending
The Fowler car WRS Cut in
The Hickman Courier did not enter any
her desire to continue teaching
During their stay in this area, id2as, opinions,
two sections with the rear seats,
and interests, as long as possible, she stated,
exhibits in the annual competition this
trunk and rear wheels separated
the sisters are each staying as
Sister Anne Rita, from the 'Dealing with children
keeps
ear but the Fulton News did.
from the front section by about
a guest of different families in Urseline Order in Owensbor
o, you younger.*
20 feet. A jack from the car
the local parish. They are en- Kentucky, is residing with
Mr.
Also from the Urseline Order
I was unab e • attend the convention,
was thrown through the windjoying such outings after their and Mrs. Harry Hickswhil
e she in Owensboro, Kentucky, Sister
shield of the Walker car.
morning teaching as cook-outs, Is in Fulton. She Is teaching
but Paul went and brought home three first
the Carolita is teaching the middle
Mrs. Fowler's funeral serlittle league ballgames, and just youngest group of children
at age group this week--the chilplace plaques, and eight second and third
general sight-seeing in the twin St. Edward's
vices were held Tuesday, June
this week, the 3- dren from 9 to IL She Is the
20,
city area.
place awards for editorial page excellence,
at the West Baptist Church,
8 age group,
guest of Mr, and Mrs. Jack FULTON COUNTY VISITORS 'THIS
WEEK AND NEXT: Hickman, with the Rev. J.T.
All of the sistersare here for
An eager educator, Sister Haddad during her Fulton
society news excellence and others including
stay.
(Above,
from left): Sisters Anne Rita end Comfits from
the same purpose to teach Anne Rita
Is presently teaching
Owens- Neely officiating. She was burConcerning the local parish
Christian education. However, the first
ied in the Hickman City Cemegrade In a public that has no nuns because there boro, and Sister Mary Josephine from Fancy Farm.
(Continued on page 2)
Sister As. tery with Chaney Funeral
each of the nuns have individual school, St. Charles Elementar
Home
y, are too few children for a par- Rita Is 4 sister of Mrs Nettle
HIcAs of Foften.
in charge.

The students recently employed range in age
from 14 to 21. The low-income boys and girls are
involved in clerical, maintenance, park, and custodian work with such firms as the Fire Department, Public Assistance and 0E0 offices, with
schools and the city.

The News Receives Eleven Awards
For Excellence At Press Convention

JOTTINGS
from
Jo's
Notebook

Tenth Annual YMBC Horse
Show To Be This Saturday

Fryrear Heads
Committee To
Research UF

Nunn Begins
Campaign In
Fulton County

New City Commissioner
To Be Named Saturday

Saturday's Three-Car Crash
Kills Mrs. Janet Fowler

McClellan Achieves
Perfect Standing

'We Never Want To Stop Teaching,'Say VLsiting Nuns

NOTEBOOK
Continued from Page 1
one for all-around excellence in our newspaper category.

WINDAGE
Continued from Page 1

Do You Remember This?

And now a word of warning to you
ladies who do your grocery shopping and
habitually leave your purse in the buggy: a
thief or thieves are at work in at least one
local store, and here is lupw the thief works:
When you leave the buggy unattended
— even for just a few moments, to go over
to the next aisle to pick up something — the
thief who has been following you, perhaps
with a cart also, quickly opens your bag, extracts your wallet and strolls away.
In at least one local instance, the victim
caught the thief and its buggy as they strolled away. In another the victim's unopened
and untouched wallet were found in another
buggy.
I have been asked by the store manager
to pass this warning along to shoppers. The
store manager, whom I shall not name,rightfully feels that his store might get an unjustified black eye from such goings-on, and
he is just as anxious to put a stop to it as are
you ladies who shop. And it is entirely possible that other stores than his are involved.

From Our Picture Album

Sometimes I wonder why I ever got in
the newspaper business. There appear to be
times when you can't win for losing.
The Muskie Visit
Our daughter Mary Jo and our little
grandson, Todd Butts, took a quick trip to
Louisville with me Sunday so I could to be
in attendance at a breakfast hosted by Governor Wendell Ford for Senator Edmund
Muskie. It was an extremely interesting experience for all of us, and especially for
Mary Jo, who doesn't include politics among
her favorite endeavors.
The breakfast and press conference with
only the Kentucky delegates to the National
Convention in Miami was held on Monday
morning a Louisville's, Executive Inn. We
got to Louisville at about nine o'clock Sunday evening and drove up to the giant motel
only to find an extremely small number of
automobiles outside of the buildings.
We found out why when I checked in.
The motel was literally deluged with Secret
Service people and Louisville police. Muskie
had arrived earlier in the evening and was in
the motel, so the FBI and the Secret Service
were taking no chances on who would be
registering, or who were occupying rooms in
the motel.
Would you believe that no one, and I
mean NO ONE knew where the breakfast
was to be held until 8 a. m. on Monday, giving the security officers an opportunity to
check out all the employees of the motel.
They were taking no chances, and justifiably so.
While I attended the meetings Mary Jo
and Todd went to see the sights. When I saw
her again about noon she said: "Mother I felt
like I had escaped from a prison when I left
the motel."
Senator Muskie
It was a real pleasure to have such a
close visit and discussion with Senator Muskie. He is affable, brilliant and extremely
sincere. He painted no rosy "scenarios"
about his hopes at Miami, but he is not counting himself out, nor are the pollsters.
Governor Ford made a special effort to
meet with the delegates and Senator Muskie.
He checked out of the hospital in Lexington
just for about three hours and then returned, where his staff says he will be confined
for another week or more for a back injury.
Senator Muskie seemed especially grateful for the firm commitment made by 37
Kentucky delegates to support him at
Miami.
Although some people think that the
Kentucky delegation might be latched on to
a lost cause, there is increasing evidence
on the national scene that Senator McGovern may not make it on the first ballot,
and certainly it is good strategy for Muskie
to be waiting in the wings.
There is also increasing evidence that
Governor George Wallace will be a man to
be reckoned with. It was my pleasure to
meet one of Governor Wallace's top assistants at Louisville on Monday. He was in
that city conferring with Naylor Burnett of
Fulton. who is also one of Wallace's national
strategists in the governor's campaign to get
the Democratic nomination for President.
Governor Nunn Was Here
I was awfully sorry to be out of town
when former Governor Louie Nunn made a
visit to Fulton County on Monday in the interest of his campaign for United States Senator from Kentucky.
Governor Nunn has many friends and
loyal supporters in Fulton County, as the
farmer governor has all over Kentucky.
Governor Nunn visited both the offices
of the Fulton News and the Hickman Caurier and we feel honored that he took time out
to come by.

So do yourself a favor when you shop:
carry your purse on your arm, and don't
leave it in your cart where somebody can get
to it.

We don't remember this occasion, but this happy bunch of hamburger eaters were getting
reedy to "dig in". Picture was taken
about fifteen years ago.

FULTON'S

l_brsay Conner
Elf LUCY DANIEL

tility, but her father's squand- of British society, as spirited
ered fortune and sudden death and beautiful as ever, beckons
had changed all that, leaving the reader to follow the even
her orphaned, scandalized and more beguiling adventures of
forced to tena for herself. The the second half of her life.
post of companion to the elderly
Mrs. dune, mistress of Gryp- THEATRE WORLD, by John
hons, was perhaps the only road Willis. Everyone interested in
the dynamics and mechanics of
open to her.
theatre
will
welcome this
FREER'S COVE, by
Ethel volume of Theatre World with
its
complete
and
Gordon.
A
up-to-date inrambling
old
mansion on the rockbound coast formation on all phases of this
of Maine, where the dense North years' Broadway and OffAtlantic fog rolls in with de- Broadway productions. This is
ceptively dangerous speed, Is an indepth coverage of the thebackdrop to a vulnerable young atrical season, including comwoman's passage through a sin- plete cast lists, replacements,
ister maze of madness and producers, authors, compomortal danger. What begins as sers, theatres, costume desigthe perfect way for Daisy Hol- ners, lighting, etc. It is an inland to escape the wreckage of valuable reference work and a
her crumbling marriage turns guide to one of the most exciting
to nightmare when the sanctuary and popular art forms In the
she seeks at Freer's Cove as country.
companion to Amos Freer's
pregnant wife proves, instead,
to be a perilous trap,

Come see thesenew books at the this tempestuous—and tragic-Fulton Public Library this love affair. With an
unerring
week:
eye for the fine nuances of
character and scene, MissJenLOVE AND WILL, by Rollo May. kins portrays the
manners and
From his many years' practice mores of an entire
era, skillof psychotherapy and study of fully, sensitively exploring
the
modern culture, Dr. May writes grand passions and private
torthoughtfully a n d sympath- ments that lay concealed
behind
etically of the problems of mod- the decorous facade of
Victorian
ern man. He analyzes the pres- life.
sures that have arisen in today's
transitional period between the THE WHITE MONKEY and TO
old world and the new,the forces LET, by John Gal
sworthy.
that lead us to a general you Galsworthy
fans, are two
malaise, impersonality, a sort novels by him,
of the Forsythe
of dehumanization. Dr. May Chronicles.
does not preach. He probes,
explores, questions, suggests, HOAX, by Chester & Fay.
The
and thus leads the reader, pro- public account of how Clifford
fessional and layman alike, to a Irving perpetrated the
literary THE SERVICE. the
memoirs of
new level of comprehension. hoax of the century has
been a General Reinhard
Gehlen. So
Jumble
of
headlines and
startling
and dramatic are these
GREAT
COURT- MARTIAL theories. But the complete, rich
memoirs,
the
entire
history of
CASES, by Joseph Dimona. With history has never been
told—in- World War
EI will have to be
these dramatic cases, Joseph deed, it has not been
known. N ow rewritten
because of them.GehDimona opens his accounts of the authors of Hoax recount
the len's revelations
cannot fail to
the stirring and significant bizarre tale in full
for the first embarrass
governments, cast
court-martinis in American time. They talked
to friends,
doubt on famous leaders and
history. With prologues, to relatives, associates, and
many causes, frighteningly
underplace each trial in the context others, friends of the
prin- score the
fantastic power of
of its time, and epilogues, to cipals—often enough,
people espionage in world
affairs. Genplace them in context of history with no previously
acknowand Jurisprudence, he points out ledged connection to the affair-- eral Gehlen was spymasterin-chief for Hitler In Russia
not only how military trials have and revelations were
astoun- and here, in the
English edchanged military law, but how ding.
ition, he says what he has to
they have affected the very
say without censorship.
course of our history.
MIDSUMMER MASQUE, by Jill
Tattersall, Rowena Manville JENNIE, Volume 2, by
Ralph G.
DR. GULLY'S STORY, by Eli- embarks upon her
strange jour- Martin. This is the story of
zabeth Jenkins. Based on the ney to Gryphons,a country
man- Jennie Jerome Churchill after
actual case of a shocking lia- sion in the south of
England, the death of her husband Lord
ison
between
an
eminent with childlike anticipation. The Randolph Churchill.
But after
physician and a young married past two of her all but twenty his
death, the reader needn't
woman that scandalized London years had been unlucky
ones; have niourned for Jennie, for
In the 1870's, Dr. Gully's Story she was once a debutante,
very her best years were yet to come.
is a novel that richly evokes much a part of English genNow the newly-widowed favorite

TWENTY YEARS AGO
JUNE 20, 1952
William Ward, farmer and stock buyer of
South Fulton, has been elected governor of Fulton Lodge No. 1265, Loyal Order of Moose. He replaces Leon Johnson, resigned.
_Misses Yvonne Fleming and Martha Sue Jenkins, both of Fulton have been awarded nursing
scholarships to Murray State College, it was announced today. The ladies will enter the college
this fall under the scholarships awarded by the
Jennie Stuart Memorial Hospital of Hopkinsville
and Owensboro and Davis County Hospital of
Owensboro-.

Textbooks
On Exhibit

Thirty-four
textbook companies will participate in the
annual exhibit by the Kentucky
Bookmen Association at Murray State University June 27.
Dr, Ray P. Moore, associate
professor of education and
director of the exhibit, said the
display will be open from 8 a.m.
to 5 p.m. in the ballroom of the
Waterfleld Student Union Building.
Sponsored by the School of
Education at Murray State, the
exhibit is designed to provide
a showing of textbooks,teaching
materials, and related equipment for public school adoption.
School superintendents, principals, teachers, parents and
other interested persons are invited to see the exhibit,

ground on the new Adams Motel, located across
Stephens Street from the Derby Cafe in Highlands.
The new motel, being erected by Doc Adams
on a lot next to his home, will be a modern 6unit court with tile baths and steam heat, Adams
advised the News. The motel will be open for
business in about two months.

FORTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
JUNE 24, 1927
John R. McGehee, one of the best known
farmers in the country, broke the record last
week, when he cut 50 acres of wheat for Will McGehee, near Cayce, in two and one fourth days
without having to retread his binder. Mr. McGehee reports too much rain for the wheat and the
yield is light, but the quality is fairly good.

Miss Ivora Cantrell, of South Fulton, left last
Monday for Louisville where she will take a
THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
Mrs. T. R Williams was elected chairman of special course in the Louisville Conservatory of
the Victory Homemakers Club at an important Music.
Peel and Johanna Weston,line, Editors and Publishers.
meeting held Tuesday in the home of Mrs. Gus
Voted one of Kentucky's "Beet All Around" Weekly Papers.
Paschall.
E. W. Morris, progressive farmer of Fulton
Secend-Class postage paid at Fulton, ky. 42041.
Other officers elected were: Mrs. H. P. Rob- county, was in town Saturday, exhibiting his
Address all mail (subscriptions, champ of *derma. Perms
erts, vice-chairman; Mrs. Myra Scearce, secre- fine registered Holstein bull which he purchased
Slin) to Pest Office Box 307 Fulton. Kentucky 42041.
tary-treasurer; and Mrs. T. R. Powell, recreation from Hargrove & Arnold of Norwalk, Ia. He paid
Subscription Rates: $3.50 per year In tulton, Hickman, Grovels
leader.
$300.00 for this one year old animal.
Counties, Ky., and Obion and Moakley Counties, Ten* EleaFederation officers elected were: citizenship
where thresteheut the United States 14.$0 per year..
leaders, Mrs. Dean Collier and Mrs. Ernest CarE. C. Hardesty, president of the Lions Club
Raniusky lobscriliers owe,Odd 5% Sales Tax.
ver; publicity chairman, Mrs. J. R Powell; read- of Fulton, has returned from Miami, Florida,
fooseeser of various weekly papers in Fulton Ate first of ing chairman, Mrs. L. A. Clifton and Mrs. W. J. where they represented the local club at the 11th
OM* was hounded In 111S.
Shepherd.
Annual Convention of International Association
Published Play Thursdays of The Year at 209 Cornmerelei
of Lions Clubs, June 15 to the 18th.
The fourth in a series of modern tourist
eve.
Ky. 42041.
Mr. Hardesty reports: "The people of Florida
hotel accommodations in the immediate Fulton know how to welcome their guests and extended
Thursday, June 22, 1972
area is announced this week with the breaking of very courtesy to visitors possible."

Thieves will try anything they can get
away with. Back years ago I knew of instances where little old ladies would go to
church to pray on a quiet afternoon, only to
have a thief kneel in the pew behind them
and quietly rifle their purse while they were
kneeling in prayer. And at the Cathedral up
in St. Joe thieves would break open the Poor
Box and make off with the change until the
Pastor finally solved the problem. He extended the coin chute down to a box in the
basement that they couldn't get to.
That was 40 years ago; today the bigcity methods are much simpler and to the
point: they simply knock you down,in broad
daylight, grab your purse, and run.
Had a nice visit with former Fultonian
and long-time express company employee
Roy Hamlett this week, who stopped in Monday to renew his subscription for another
year. Roy, now retired ,is living in Annandale, Virginia and is back home for a visit
with friends and relatives. He drove down
through Knoxville and picked up Interstate
40, and says there still is an unfinished gap
in 1-40 around Cookeville that I thought
would have been finished years ago.
Ran into Roy a little later in the day
stuffing himself with some good Kentucky
barbecue, and he agrees with Mac Nall. . .
you just can't get that kind of good eating up
east.
If you received your phone bill Wednesday and read the little news folder that accompanied it ("Bell Notes"), you may have
noticed that Fulton rated a good publicity
plug on our forthcoming Banana Festival.
I'm relieved that we weren't called the "Banana Capital of the World", which we never
were, or the "Banana Distribution center of
the U. S.", which we aren't anymore, if we
ever were. Says "Bell Notes", factually:
*** "The festival celebrates the time
when trains stopped over in Fulton to ice
down bananas being transported north before the days of refrigeration cars "*".
That's a pretty good current analysis of the
whole matter.
Former-Governor Louie Nunn was an
overnight guest here Sunday night, and
spent Monday morning on a visiting and
handshaking tour in the interest of his forthcoming race for the U.S. Senate against Dee
Huddleston, come November.'
The way I see it, Dee's going to have to
hustle, down in these parts, if he's going to
beat Louie.
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Letters Of Interest
United States Coast Guard Aux, some
prominent place, such as
Clarks River Flotilla 27-4
your bulletin boards.
4420 Clarks River Road
Every
member
of this
Paducah, Kentucky 42041
Flotilla and the Summer Festival Committee will sincerely
R. 'Paul Westpheling, Editor
appreciate your assistance in
Fulton County News
helping us to promote a good
209 Commercial Drive
attendance for these activities.
Fulton, Kentucky 42041
In return, we assure you that
we will do everything in our
Dear Mr. Westpheling:
Power to assure you and your
You and your organization are
boating people a most enjoyable
especially invited toparticipate time
of fun, frolic, and advenwith us in the Paducah Summer ture.
Festival's annual "Trip Around
Thanking you for your coThe Rivers' on Sunday, July
operation and hoping to see you
30th, and also to attend the at
both the barbeque and river
Clarks River Flotilla's 'Fes- loop
trip, I remain
tival Barb.3que" on Saturday,
July 29th, 1972.
Yours
You are alsg requested to an- Henry sincerely,
L. Lane FC 27-4
nounce these !Manned events to Flotilla
Commander
all members of your organization and display at your
SEE YOU IN
establishment the enclosed announcements and literature in
CHURCH SUNDAY
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SOCIETY - WOMAN'S INTEREST
Miss Nancy Hale Sanger and
Mr. Michael Carl Sheehan will
exchange wedding vows at 4
o'clock Saturday afternoon, July
1 at the First United Methodist
Church in Hickman.
The Reverend Edgar Stress,
minister of the church, will officiate at the ceremony. Mrs.
Jesse McNeill will be the organist and Corky Brabham will
be soloist.
The bride-elect will be given
in marriage by her father, Robert Sanger. Miss Ellen Sanger,
will serve as her sister's maid
of honor. Bridesmaids will be
Mrs. Mike Major and Miss Jane
Voorhees of Hickman and Miss

Annette Johnston of Lexington,
Kentucky.
of the bride-elect will be the
flower girls and the ringbearer
will be Henry Sanger, nephew of
the bride-elect.
Joe Sanger, brother of the
bride-elect, and Dan Sheehan,
brother of the groom -elect, wil
be acolytes and ushers.
k
Rick Bradnor of Thomasville,
Georgia, will serve as the best
man. Groomsmen will be Bill'
Jennings of Hickman, Mike
Alexander of Fulton, and Bob
Blakey of Hopkinsville, Kentucky.
The Hickman Country Club
will be the setting for a reception following the wedding.

The setting for a skiing and
swimming party in honor of
Miss Nancy Sanger and Mr.
Mike Sheehan, whose wedding
will be July 1, was the Kentucky
Lake cottage of Mr. and Mrs.
Ernest Fall, Jr., of Fulton. Also
serving as hosts and hostesses
were Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Davis
of Fulton, Mr.and Mrs.Charles
Bowers of Jackson, Tennessee,
and Mr. and Mrs. Jack Baxter
of Lexington, Kentucky.
Twenty-five friends of Nancy
and Mike enjoyed the party
which took place last Saturday,
June 17.
A delicious buffet of barbecue, slaw, baked beans, sliced
tomatoes
a n d homemade
brownies was served.

There remain thirty windows
in the Fulton-South Fulton business districts available for
entries for the 1972 Banana Festival Window Fair, August 17,18
and IS. All homemaker groups
are invited to participate in the
window exhibit contest.
Ninety-two clubs of five
counties have been contacted to
display their arts, crafts and
other handiwork they learn in
their programs. However, any
club that has not been contacted,
but wishes to compete for top
three cash prizes to given may
WRITE, not call, the FultonSouth Fulton Retail Merchants
Bureau, P. 0. Box 267, Fulton,
Kentucky-South Fulton, Tennessee 42041

Three Fulton Comity
Students On Dean's List
Three students from Fulton
County were among the 187 students named to the Dean's List
for the term according to an
announcement by vice-president and dean of the college,
Walter H. Whybrew.
They are John Michael Britt,
a recent graduate, son of Mr.
and Mrs. John R.Britt, Candace
Joyner, a junior, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Lytnan Joyner,
anti Roy N. Pierce, a junior.
To be eligible for this honor
under Lsrnbuth Plan a student

taking four or more 4-hour
courses must earn apoint average of 3.25 or above based on
a 4.00 point system. Those
taking three or four courses
must earn 3.50 or above.
Lambuth is a four-year coeducational college of liberal
arts and sciences featuring
"person centered' education.
Operating on a 4-1-4 program
the academic year consists of
a fall and spring term and a
January interim for independent study.

Nancy Cook'sColumn
By Mrs. Marlowe Cook
Red Cross work is found in
almost every community of
America, and the Senate is no
exception. Although the Senators have not been pressed
into service, wives participate
and are known as "The Ladies
of the Senate.'
This group was formed during
World War I when the need for
first aid supplies and services
was great. Then, as today, bandages were rolled (now folded)
by the scores. Many pieces of
baby clothing for servicemen's
families are sewn, often with
a pretty touch of embroidery
and those who knit supply
scarves and afghans.
The Vice President's wife is
the president of the group which
numbers nearly 100.Judy Agnew
participates regularly and is
very highly respected and delightful to be with/
The motto of the group is.
"once a member, always a
member." So we have the additional treat of having as associate members all the wives of
former senators. What interesting vignettes they relate!
The group meets weekly for
as long a day as each can manage. The Senators have designated two large rooms of the Old
Senate Office Building for our
weekly use. We usually have a
brief business meeting during
the lunchbreak. The weekly at-

tendance is very irregular due
to taking care of children, time
spent back home, travels and
other activities.
The two functions of the year
which everyone attends are the
Senate Ladies' luncheon for the
First
Lady
and a return
luncheon at the White House.
In April we entertained Mrs.
Nixon and the wives of the Cabinet members in the handsome
red-carpeted Caucus Room of
the Old Senate Office Building.
Shocking pink tablecloths and
pink, white and red carnations
on round tables made the room
warm and gay. The guests contrasted from the rest of us
since all members wear the
light blue Red Cross uniforms.
The return luncheon at the
azalea-bedecked White House a
few
weeks ago, however,
brought out a wealth of spring
clothes. We enjoyed seeing the
newly and beautifully redecorated White House reception
room, and meeting some of the
ladies such as Mrs. Henry Wallace and Mary Brooks whom we
don't see often.
The Ladies of the Senate is
a fascinating group of women.
Although the backgrounds and
ideologies are extremely diverse, politics is left far behind for the strong bond of
understanding, and friendship.
It is a pleasure to be with
such delightful ladies.
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BOONE HEIRLOOMS—Mrs. Eugenia Blackburn, curator of the
Kentucky Historical Society, and Frank G. Rankin, society
presidcnt: examine three spoons which once belonged to Sarah
Boone, mother of Daniel Boone. They were presented to the
society by Mr. and Mrs. Sten Peterson of Louisville. Mr.
Peterson's mother inherited the spoons about 40 years ago with
other Boone items that were family heirlooms. (Karen Tam Photo)

Today Mr. and Mrs. Marvin
Garmon are announcing the en- ghter, Miss Inette Reynolds, to Michael Alexangagement and approaching mar- der, son of Mr. and Mrs. William Rucker of South
riage of their only daughter, Fulton,
Debris Theresa, to Willie B,
Miss Reynolds is a 1972 graduate at South
Couch, son of Mrs. Fannie Dysart of Union City, Tennessee Fulton High School.
and Willie Couch of Gary, InMr. Alexander is self-employed.
diana.
The wedding is planned for four o'clock in
Debris is a 1972 graduate of
South Fulton High School and is the evening on Sunday, June 25, at
Mt. Olive
now employed at the City
National Bank. She is the grand- Church.
No formal invitations are being sent.
daughter of Mrs. Omie Moody
and the late George Moody of
All relatives and friends of the bride and
Fulton andCecitGarmon and the
late Annie Mae Garmon of South groom are invited.
Fulton, Tennessee.
Willie attended Martin High
School and served two years in
the United States Army. He is
now employed by the Miller
Company in Martin, Tennessee.
Mr. Couch is the grandson of
Miss Veronica Una Arm- in industrial education from
Mrs. White of Memphis, Tenstrong will become the bride of Murray State University
in
nessee.
Henry Lee Armstrong at five Murray, Kentucky,
where he
The wedding vows will be said o'clock
in the afternoon on July was treasurer of Alpha
Phi
June 30, 1972 at Mount Olive 8
in the Fredonia M. B. Church Alpha fraternity, a
member of
Baptist Church at 6:30 p.m., in
Stanton, Tennessee.
the Inter-fraternity Council,
with the Hey. A. L. Hopkins
Making
the announcement Scabbard and Blade Military
officiating.
known is her mother Mrs. La- Fraternity and Epsilon Pi
Tau
No invitations are being sent.
Verne Whitmore Armstrong of and Professional Industrial EdAll friends and relatives are inMason , Tennessee. The pro- ucation Fraternity. He
received
vited to attend.
spective bridegroom is the son the Distinguished Military
Stuof Mr. and Mrs. Ira L. Arm- dent Award from the Military
strong of Fulton, Kentucky.
Science Department.
Miss Armstrong was gradHe is presently employed as
uated from W P. Ware High production supervisor of GTE
School in Somerville, Ten- Sylvania in Dyersburg, Tennessee, and received a BA nessee.
degree in history this May from
Lane College in Jackson, Tennessee. She was a member of
Another in the series of pre- the Lane College drill
team for
nuptial courtesies honoring four years, "Miss Defense"
for
bride-elect Nancy Sanger of the Lane College
Dragons and
Hickman, was a luncheon at Kappa
Alpha Psi fraternity
one o'clock Tuesday, June 13, sweetheart.
at the Holiday Inn, Fulton. HostMr. Armstrong is a 1967
esses for the occasion were Fulton
City High School gradAnne
Markham, librarian
Mrs. J. A. Whipple and Mrs. R. uate and
received a BS degree for Mid-Continent Baptist Bible
H. Goalder of Hickman.
College in Mayfield is at Waterloo, Ontario, Canada, for the
Miss Sanger, who will hewed
26th annual convention of the
to Mike Sheehan in a July cereAmerican Theological Library
mony, chose a black and white
Association. The week long
knit outfit with matching accesevent is concerned with new and
sories. Her gift corsage was of
more efficient procedures of
white mums.
She was presented a coffee
pot in Della Robbia, her chosen
pattern.
'Best Foot Forward' will be
Bridal placecards marked the the topic that 4-H girls who
places of the 21 guests at U- will attend the Purchase Area
shaped tables. The bride's table Luncheon and Fasbion Review
was centered with a miniature Thursday, June 22, at the
bride and groom,encircled with Ramada Ida in Paducah, will
demonstrated by Mrs.
a low arrangement of yellow see
and white mums. The other Janette Brown Chapman, Unitables held silver candelabra versity of Kentucky Extension
with yellow candles, entwined Specialist In Clothing and Texwith greenery and yellow bows. tiles, Louisville, Kentucky.
The program Is planned for
A three-course luncheon was
served to the following. Miss the 4-H Club girls who have
Sanger, her mother, Mrs. Ro- completed the advance 4-H Club
bert Sanger, Mrs. W. P. Shee- clothing projects and have comhan, mother of the groom-elect, peted in their county fashion
Mrs. J. D. Davis, Mrs. Alma review. Four girls from each
Corum, Mrs. Ernest Fall; Miss of the eight Purchase Counties
Katherine Williamson, Mrs. will model their outfits during
Harold Coffey, Mrs. Austin the luncheon and for a TV taping
Voorhees, Mrs. Bill Jennings, that afternoon. The TV tape will
Mrs. Roscoe Stone; Mrs. Dan be shown over WPSD July 1 at
Voegeli, Mrs. Dick Goalder, 7:30 a.m.
Mrs. O.C. Markham
Mrs. Chapman is a graduate
Mrs. Joe Bolin, Mrs. Bob Sanger, Miss Geneva Marigold and of the University of Kentucky library service related to Theowith a
BS degree In Home logical schools.
Mrs. Cobb Rouse.
Economics and the Alia Adams
Mrs. Markham's library at
Model Agency.Her professional the Mayfield school has grown
experience includes modeling, from 3,000 to over 12,000 volvocational
home economics umes since she came to the
teaching, Extension Home Eco- college five years ago.
nomist and University of KenBefore coming to the Bible
The News takes pleasure in tucky Clothing Specialist for the College, Mrs. Markham was in
wishing the following friends Louisville area.
the English department of Mur"Happy Birthday".
The program is being co- ray State University. Before
Mary Moss Hales, Anna Lou ordinated by the Area 4-H Coun- that position, she taught for 25
Caldwell, June 22; Ronald Mac cil, Extension Home Econ- years at Bethel College of HopFields, Ricky Locke, Jr„ June omists and 4-H Club Agents. kinsvnle, Kentucky.
23; Tommy LeMaster, Delbert
The Bible College library,
Mulcahy, June 24; Mrs. Carl
under the skilliful guidance of
Seccombe, Howard Wiliam, Mrs. VISITORS FROM GEORGIA
Mrs. Markham, is one of the
Kellena Holland, June 25; Vicki
most up-to-date and valuable in
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Brundige the Western portion
Cruce, T. A. McClain, June 26,
of the state.
Mac Harrod, June 27; Joyce and Mrs. Sam Winston recently Many of the old and valuable
Forehand, Mick Sanders, Ro- had as their guests Mr. and books have been donated by
bert Taylor, Mrs. Bud Stem, Mrs. Boone Noel of Atlanta. families as a memorial to be
Georgia.
June 28.
used in religious education.

Son Of Fulton Residents
To Marry On July Eighth

Ski - Swim
Window Fair
Party Honors Exhibits For
Popular Couple Homemakers

rest

ly,
e FC 27-4
ander

Miss Gannon, June 25 Wedding To Unite
Miss Reynolds, Mr. Alexander
Mr. Couch
Mrs. Josie Black of South Fulton is today
Are Engaged announcing
the approaching marriage of her dau-

Miss Sanger, Mr. Sheehan
To Repeat Vows July 1

Bride-Elect
Is Honored
At Luncheon

Miss Craddock Miss DeMyer, Mr. Vaughn
To Marry
Plan Wedding On August 12
and Mrs. Edward Scott DeMyer of Route
Mr.Ligons Four,Mr.Hickman,
announce the engagement and
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Craddock approaching marriage of their daughter, Nancy
of Route 2, Hickman announce Elizabeth, to Stephen Ray Vaughn, son of Mr.
the engagement and approaching
and Mrs. Boyd L. Vaughn of Fairfield, Illinois.
marriage of their daughter,
Donna Faye, to Douglas William
The wedding will be solemnized August 12
Ligons. The bridegroom-to-be
lathe son of Mr. and Mrs.Fred at 4:00 p. m. at the First Christian Church in FulLigons of Route 1, Hickman. ton. The Reverend
Henry Hanna, presently of
Miss Craddock graduated this
spring from Fulton County High Radcliffe, Kentucky, and formerly of Fulton, will
School,
perform the ceremony.
Mr. Lions,a 1969 graduate of
Fulton County High is employed
by the Middleton Hardware
Store of Hickman.
The wedding will take place
Friday evening, June 30, at 7
o'clock in David's Chapel Baptist Church of Brownsville.
No formal invitations will be
sent, but all friends and relatives are invited to attend.

All friends and relatives of the couple are invited to the wedding and the reception which will
follow at the Holiday Inn in Fulton.

Miss DeMyer is a 1970 graduate of Fulton
County High School. She is presently attending
Murray State University where she is a member
of the Alpha Omicron Pi social sorority.
Mr. Vaughn is a 1966 graduate of Fairfield
Community High School, Fairfield, Illinois. He
received his B. S. degree in accounting from Murray State University in August 1971. He is a
member of the Sigma CM social fraternity.
Congratulations to Mr. and
Mrs. Larry Bonds, South FulMr. Vaughn is presently working in Cheroton, on the birth of a baby girl
at 5:05 a.m. Monday, June 19. kee Village, Arkansas, where the couple will
She weighed 5 pounds and 9 make their home. Miss DeMyer will continue her
ounces,
studies at Arkansas State University.

Hello World

VISIT RELATIVES
Misses Patti Simon and Jo
Ann Elking from St. Louis are
visiting Patti's aunt and uncle,
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Haddad of
Fulton. Mr. and Mrs. Haddad
FAMILY VISIT
will
take them home next week
Mrs. Ralph Hollinger and
daughters of Louisville are as they vacation in St. Louis.
visiting her father, K. Homra
and his family, this week. Mr.
Hollinger brought his wife and
children here but returned to
Louisville Sunday.

News 'Round Town
KANSAS GUESTS
Mr. and Mrs. Doug Martinek
brought their two nieces, Kay
Leen and Denise Rafferty, home
with them after their trip to St.
Marys, Kansas, last week. The
two girls will return to their
home in Kansas after a three
week stay in Fulton.

HAVE GUESTS
Mr. and Mrs. George Moore
IN HOSPITAL
of Norman Street have as their
J. A Mann of Riceville, Fulguests this week Capt. and Mrs.
ton. had surgery last week at Byrn (their
daughter)and childthe Western Baptist Hospital ren from
Dear Ann Landers: Two
San Antonio, Texas.
in Padui.ah. His room number
years ago I learned my husband
is 221.
ATTENDS TEA
was a homosexual and had been
Mrs. Brooks Oliver attended one for most of his life. Our
RETURN HOME
e tea in Hendersonville, Ten- marriage had been fairly comMrs. Ernest Willey, who was
nessee, on Sunday, June IL in patible up to that time. We did
a 'patient in the Fulton Hospitai
honor.of Miss Brenda Hunter, have a sex life, but it was not
last week, has returned to her
bride-elect of Jim Oliver, Mrs. very active or satisfactory. He
home on 1000 Wayside, Fulton,
Oliver's son. The tea was held asked for a divorce because he
to recuperate following her illin the beautiful country home of wanted to /lye with another man.
ness. Mrs. Jo Chapman, Mrs.
When we told our parents we
Mrs. H. H. Cook.
Willey's daughter who stayed
were separating they insisted
with her during her illness, has
that
we get counseling. The
SURGERY
HAS
returned to her home in Alton,
more we fought it the harder
Mrs. I. M. Jones, 108 Central
Illinois. a
they pressed. They kept saying,
Avenue, had surgery last week
"You two belong together. Try
DMIGHTER VISITS
at the Baptist Memorial Hosharder. You can make it..." My
Mt. and Mrs. Hubert Vick, pital in Memphis. *Her room husband became so frustrated
302 Hates Street in South Ful- number is 958-H.
he couldn't work. He lost his
ton, recently had as their
job. I felt myself going to
guests, their daughter and her
VISIT RELATIVES
pieces.'
husband, Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
All the while my mother kept
Mrs Sue Hurt and daughter,
Whittemore of Kokomo, tacitl'im, spent a few days recent- pressuring, "Have a baby! Have
ana.
His mother called
tY with Mrs. Hurt's brother, a baby!'
begged me to
Bill Terrell, 'and Isis family in every day and
VISITS FRIENDS
stand by her son "in his hour of
th
Orean
ir ite
rin
stayCitt,y
eg_
ilt iss.ig.h
he,y Iv!leinu
Dtuse
Miss Janet Williamson, a stuneed.' Finally I told him I was
dent at UK and home for sumtn to tell both his folks and
AmingieirnicaS:. Louis where they gn---g
mer break, recently visited
mine the real story so they
visited Six Flags over Midfriends in Louisville and is back
would leave us alone and we
t home in FuKon.
would be divorced, The next

Mayfield
Librarian Is
At Convention

Area 4-H Girls
To Attend
Luncheon

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

40ut ..eancieia
— Your Problems Bring Answers -morning I found him dead lathe
garage from exhaust fume in=
halation.
To this day I have told no one
the true story. But there's a
moral here. When people announce they are splitting up,
family and friends should accept
their decision and leave them
alone. Why must they know all
the details before they can approve a divorce? I'm having a
hard time forgiving our parents
for their well-intentioned counsel.--Thanks For Your Shoulder
Dear Thanks: Obviously you
should have cut loose from both
families and gone ahead with the
divorce. The details are nobody's business. Your mistake
was thinking you needed their
approval.
• • •

Dear Ann Landers: I was
pleased to read your advice to
the young daughter NOT to tell
her mother about her father's
infidelity.

For several years I had a
strong suspicion that my husband was having an affair with
his secretary. His attitude toward me remained unchanged-generous, lovable and kind. He
spent quite a lot of time with the
family and I must say I never
felt deprived. I decided to say
nothing in the hope that the affair would die of natural causes.
daughter
Unhappily,
our
learned of her father's unfaithfulness in a most unfortunate
manner. She ran into him and
the woman in a quiet, out-ofthe-way resturant late one night
when he was supposed to be out
of the city. She made a scene,
called him a cheat and a liar-and proceeded to inform the rest
of the family.
I suddenly became the 'benefactor" of a great deal of unwanted advice. Everyone told
me I was a fool to live with him.
I became confused and upset and
made the grave mistake of demanding a divorce. He didNOT
want it but I insisted.
The result is that I am lonely
and heartsick. My children have

forgotten the incident and are
busy with their families. And I
note with interest that the
daughter who started the trouble
sees a great deal more of her
father than she sees of me.
Keep telling people to mind
their own business. My life
would have been very different
if well-meaning friends and relatives had kept their mouth*
shut.--Dunce Cap
Dear D.C. There is no way
to control
other
people's
mouths, but that was only part
of your downfall. You should
have thanked the busybodies for
their "kindness,' ignored their
counsel and handled the situation in the way that seemed best
to you.
•••
Don't get burned by a 'line•
that's too hot to handle. Play
it cool with Ann Landers' guide
to 'Necking and Petting—What
Are The Limits'
,Send yoUr
request to Ann Landers in care
of your newspaper, enclosing
501 in coin and a long, stamped,
self-addressed envelope.
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Health Department Advises:
Keep Charcoal Grills Outside

— -THE NEWS
IS ON SALE EACH
WEEK AT:

Spraggs Is
Promoted To
Top Position
Dan K. Taylor, president of
Taylor Chevrolet-Buick, Inc.,
of Fulton has announced the
appointment of Vernon Spraggs
to the position of General Manager of the Company.
Spraggs, a former Insurance
Salesman in Clinton, Kentucky,
Joined the local firm in July
1968 as a salesman. He was
promoted to the position of
Sales Manager in 1969.
: Taylor said that Spraggs
lenuld be in charge of every de,rtment of the company. Tay 'Mr also said that Taylor-Chevrolet-Buick had been in need of
.41 General Manager for some
*time and the decision to make
:the appointment was due to the
Increase in business in the local

Extra copies are always
available by mail for 25c
apiece, postpaid anywhere in
the U. S. Cash with order,
please.

•

HOSPITAL NEWS

The following persons were
patients in Fulton's hospitals
on Wednesday, June 21,
HILLVIEW
June Williamson, Bruce Bynum, Dukedom; Owen Wright,
aRa•
Wingo; Theola Dysart, Hickman; Annette Stewart, Water
Valley; Allie Jenkins, Judy
Bonds; Ray Carver, Marilyn
Noonan, South Fulton; Geneva
WALC,
GEORGE
NOTICE:
Wright, Hazel Hutchens, Fulton,
in'72.
support
your
needs
LACE
For ,WALLACE '72 stickers.,
FULTON
send 50c and a self-addressed,
Terry Baker, Ida Doughty,
stamped envelope to: Wallace Martin; Margaret Beard, Cecil
West Ky. HDQ., P. 0. Box 182, Beard, Mayfield; Emma DavidBenton, Ky. 42045.
son, Ruel Fulcher, Union City;
Mary Gordon, Paul Wallace,
Bransford, Hickman;
Irene
DRIVE-It.
Yvonne Gordon, Water Valley;
THEATRE
Sam Bell, Frances Branch, Ed
,utION
South Fulton; Jim
Bennett,
Burke, J. W. Cheniae, John
Earle, Johnnie K. Grace, Beulah Grissom, Rachel Hagler,
Leona Hamilton, Lennie Hill,
Myrtle Johnson, Louis Kasnow,
Moody, Sam Nesbitt,
Oma
Myrtle O'Brian, Rene Penis,
Arna Purse11, Dena Williams,
Fulton.

CLASSIFIED ADS

ZLte

GOLF TOURNAMENT
This weekend, June 24 - 25,
the Ken - Ten Invitational golf
tournament will be held at the
Fulton Country Club. Max McDade is the defending champion of the tourney.

SUNSET
DRIVE IN
TUES. - WED.- THURS

.S.01.011
it GEORGE

KATF

iNDULTS ONLY
Under 18 Not Admitted!
A um Am Look CHRISTIN
AT THAT'S 51110E00
ON AND Oct
CAMPUS. AND
GRACE - WHIT LOVED
nem MI
THSTALEOF THE

•IMO ISMS MOINC1111.

JUNE 20 - 21 - n

..PETER

PITT'COLE.O'MARA.CUSHING
kin.. Mon.. Tues.. Wed
June 25-26-27-28

DEANS
WIFE

Ourdoor barbecuing is fast
becoming an American limnthe summer
During
tution.
months, charcoal grills and Hibachi pots add to the fun of outdoor dining In backyards,
patios, parks and picnic grounds
across Kentucky.
The Fulton County Health Cepartment doesn't want to rain on
your parade or spoil your cookout, but it does warn outdoor
chefs that unless some safety
rules are carefully observed,
charcoal grills can be downright dangerous.
Charcoal briquettes release
large quantities of carbon moo-

Evans Drug Store
Southside Drugs
Traveler's Inn Restaurant
Derby Restaurant
The Country Boy
Holiday Inn
Edmond Khourie
The News Offcie

DOUBLE FEATURE
Starts At Dusk

Cotton Come To
Harlem
— AND —

Women In Love
FR I. - SAT., JUNE 23 - 24
DOUBLE FEATURE

A Man Call Sledge
— AND —

Professionals

COLOR

SUN. - MON., JUNE 25 - 26
DOUBLE FEATURE

Panic In Needle Park
— AND —
Vanishing Point
STARTS TUES., JUNE 27

Cactus Flower

Presidential candidate Edmund Muskie in Louisville
A hearty laugh was enjoyed by Democratic
Westpheling presents the senator with a TOP
Monday as Fulton County editor-publisher Jo
Festival of which Mrs. Westpheling is
International
Annual
Tenth
the
from
AWARD
BANANA
pleasure.
with
on
looks
also
president. Governor Wendell Ford

Local Students
Named To UTM
Dean s List

oxide gas. The gas IQ harmless
enough in the open air, but
in poorly ventilated areas it
can cause headaches, dizzy
spells, weakness, nervousness
and circulatory impairment. At
its worse....it can kill. And
there's no warning at all—this
lethal gas is odorless and colorless.
Summer can bring sudden and
extreme weather changes to
Kentucky. When the wind suddenly gusts, the temperature
drops or unexpected rain starts
to fall, you may be tempted to
haul the grill into an enclosed
a car, trailer, enclosed porch, inside the boat or
into the house.

Students who achieved academic honors during the spring
quarter at the University of
Tennessee at Martin have been
announced by Henry C. Allison,
dean of admissions and records.

Fulton County FFA Takes
Honors Al State Convention

WEEKEND VISIT
Only students who carry at
Mr. and Mrs. Sherell Olive
of credit during
and daughter Am) of Gallatin, least 12 hours
whose grade
Tennessee, spent last weekend the quarter and
from 3.0
ranges
average
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. point
to 4.0 (ranging from an allJ.
C.
Olive
in
They
Fulton.
also
FarMore :than 1,000 Future
level.
average) qualify
visited Mrs. Olive's mother, B to an all-A
mers of America attended the
Two of the state winners will
List. Part-time
Mrs. R. W. Johnson in Clinton. for the Dean's
43rd Annual FFA State Conven- compete on the national level at
are not
students
and graduate
tion in Louisville at the Seel- Kansas City, Missouri, In
included.
9.
and
conven8,
October at the national
bach Hotel on June 7,
These 1,000 members of the tion. These entries are BuildListed among the students
Future Farmers of America re- ing Our American Communities
who qualified for the Dean's
presented chapters from all (BOAC) and crop production.
List in the spring quarter at
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Evans
over the state of Kentucky.
U-T Martin from this areaare:
accomthe
Sowell
from
W.B.
Mrs.
members
and
Thirteen
local Fulton County Chapter panied these FFA'ers to LouisSouth Fulton—Nancy Cheryl
attended the convention.
ville that week. The advisors
Bagwell, Jane Graves BloodThe Fulton County FFA Chap- of the Fulton County FFA ChapScott Boyd,
Hugh
has
worth,
Hayes
Benjamin Clinton
ter took first place honors in ter are James M. Everett and
been named the successor to Bonita Burrow Bynum, George
five state contests and was one Bobby G. Evans.
Cooper Patterson as the band Thomas Cannon, Janice Lynn
of twenty-one chapters in the
director of the Fulton City Clement, Linda Crider Faulkstate to be rated a Gold Emblem
Schools. Mr. Hayes' appoint- ner, Michael W. Fenwick, Eliza
Chapter. In addition, the Fulment takes effect immediately, Cordell& Fields, Constance J.
ton County Chapter won one
he has called for an organiza- Frields, Carmen Sue Gardiner,
second place and one third place
tional meeting for the band on Nancy Cheryl Hall, Ronald
award, and a member of the
August 1 at 7 p.m. in the band David Hicks, Bobby Harold Larchapter was in the first State
room at the new high school. son, Billie Michael McAlister,
FFA Chorus. Three local memDavid Neal McKinney, Don Mack
bers also received the state's
A graduate of Union County Reed, Janice Eugenia Sharp,
highest degree.
near
Morganfield,
organizaHigh School
Brenda Barker Shepherd, RoAll individuals or
Max Wilson, son of Mr. and
Stephen Wagner, Oran
that wish to sell conces- Kentucky, Mr. Hayes received bert
Mrs. John P. Wilson, won first tions
Tenth International his BME degree in Music Ed- Charles Walker Jr., Susan
beef impromptu sions at the
in
place
Banana Festival are asked to ucation this spring at Murray Carol Warren, Danny Ray Zickspeaking. Doug Goodman,son of
WRITE, not call, Mrs. Chris- State University. At MSU, he erfoose.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Goodman,
tine Batts at the Festival Head- was a member of the Marching
placed first in two state conFulton--Larry Sims Alexquarters, P. 0. Box 428, Ful- Band, Concert Band, Brass
tests--soybean and crop proThe Fes- Choir, Percussion Ensemble, ander, Mary Johanna Butts,
42041.
Kentucky
ton,
duction. The entire chapter was
Ruben Cevallos, Angelis(
tival is scheduled for August and Phi Mu Alpha music fra- Franco
involved in the Building Our
ternity. He served as sound as- Faye Jackson, Bobby Glynn
17, 18 and 19.
American Communities project
Applications for concessions sistant to the state director of Wiley, Debra Lynn Williams.
that took first place in its cateshould be mailed as quickly as Campus Lights.
gory in state competition. The
possible because locations will
Fulton County Chapter can also
A recelpient of two scholarbe assigned on a first-come,
be proud of its scrapbook that
first-served basis. Those who ships during his education, the
won first place in the state.
intend to sell food in their re- musician did his practice teachOf the more than 200 FFA
stands are reminded ing at Trigg County High Sc hool.
freshment
Kenof
Chapters In the state
Mr. Hayes and his wife will
that they must be approved by
tucky, fifty-one chapters were
remain in Murray until Dethe Health Departmeat.
chosen to be rated on the state
Additional Festival infor- cember when his wife receives
From these fifty-one
level.
mation is available at the head- her degree, then, the couple will
chapters, Fulton County, along
quarters located on Main Street make their home in Fulton to
with twenty other chapters, was
pursue their careers.
in Fulton, Kentucky.
rated a State Gold Emblem
Chapter.
Larry Evans, son of Mr. and
Evans, won
Mrs. Thomas
second place in placement in
sales and service for his work
in the produce department of a
local supermarket. The Fulton County Chapter placed third
in the State Parliamentary Procedure and Chapter Ritual Con
test.
This chapter meeting team
consisted of ten members. They
were as follows: Doug Goodman, son of Mr. and Mrs. Bill
Goodman, chapter president;
Max Wilson, son of Mr. and
Mrs. John P. Wilson, vicepresident; David Adams, son
of Mr. and Mrs. W.G. Adams,
secretary; Larry Haney, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Haney, Sr.,
acting treasurer; Jamie Alexander, son of Mr. and Mrs
James Alexander, reporter;
Trent Snead, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Elwood Snead, acting sentinel; Greg Chandler, son of
Mr. and Mrs. T,K, Chandler,
team member; Jesse McNeill,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Jesse McNeill, Sr., team member; Ralph
Stroud, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Austin Stroud, team member;
and Dennis Jones, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Tommy Jones, team
member.
Miss Debbie Sowell, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. W.B. Sowell and
a member of the Fulton County
FFA, was in the first State FFA
Chorus. The chorus entertained
prior to all the sessions of the
convention, participated in several ceremonies, and presented
a concert. Miss Sowell also
performed in a special duet
during the chorus concert.
Tommy Hepler, Doug Goodman, and Max Wilson received
their State Farmer Degrees that
week in Louisville. The toptwo
percent of the FFA state's
membership is eligible for the
State Farmer Degree, This is
the highest degree in FFA work
which can be granted on the state

It Just isn't worth the gamble!
windows
with the
Even
slightly open, you still run the
poisonmonoxide
risk of carbon
ing.
So, when you plan a barbecue, resolve there and then to
give up the idea if the weather
is uncooperative. If you're
caught right in the middle of
cooking when the weather turns
nasty, transfer the food to the
trusty kitchen stove. If you're
away from home, you may have
to wait for the weather to clear
or fall back on peanut butter
But a postponed
sandwiches.
picnic...or no picnic at
could save a life.
Keep charcoal grills and briquettes outdoors...where they
belong.

NEWS AWARDS—
(Continued from page one)
uate of the University of Missouri School of Journalism and
has .4een in newspaper advertising and production work
thirty-six years on various
daily and weekly papers in the
midwest, South, and East.
Mrs. Westpheling, a native of
Clarksdale, Mississippi, is a
former business manager of the
Clarksdale Daily Register and
later of the Clarksdale Daily
Press, which began publication
under her guidance. She is the
former manager of Radio Station WFUL in Fulton, which was
formerly owned by the family
team. Her column is a regular
weekly feature of the Hickman
Courier, which she edits and
publishes, and is owned by the
duo.

GRANDDAUGHTER VISITS
Lisa Gayle Wade of Memphis is visiting her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Jamie
Wade and Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy
McClendon.
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a time to say

Mrs. Wi

To the dairy farmers of this area, whom we know as

friends, neighbors and customers, we say "Thank You"

.. for supplying all of us with the health-giving nutrition

DIPLOMAT

Sheer luxury in a carefree holiday mood!
Luxurious rooms, apartments. Tennis,
... charter fishing
shuffleboard ... golf.
boats with guides ... all the fabulous
Only 65 miles Daytona Beach attractions just minutes
from DISNEY away.
WORLD, when• Heated Swimming Pool • Color TV
you vacation
• 100% air-conditioned, heated
at DIPLOMAT
• Radio -Hi-fi -Room phones
BE AC H
• A mple free parking at your door
M0'rE LI
• Coffee Shop, Cocktail Lounge
• Rooms, Apartments, Efficiencies
•
r For Tree color brochure and lelorrrudlon write.
Diplomat Beach Resort Motel
700 North Atlantic Ave.
DAYTONA REACH, FLORIDA 32020
NAME_

and delicious flavor of dairy products ... for building

form income, improving business and boosting our local
economy.

Farmers Exchange Bank

South Fulton, Tennessee
Member F.D.I.C.
Phone 4793000
*, 140 troaalway, South F
Phone 471-1864
Armstrong Wald Linelosgek

+/wet and Tile

AOCWIES,
CITY

STATE_

ZIP

.0,-*Ittesstne end Mesas* Ciorp014
Upholstering. Misderis aesst

1.

'Antique

kliniOPE $9,0010.;ErEFEFt**
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Mustangs...
a new look in knits
New Mustang with a cord surface
interest in 100% Dacron polyester
texturized knit. Easy to wear and easy
to care for. Comfortable, durable
Haggar Mustang knits are completely
washable and require no ironing. Wide
bold belt loops, flared legs and flap
pockets. Hemmed to wear for tonight's
date.
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James Elmer McNatt, 64, retired barber and florist, died at
6:30 p.m. Saturday, June 17, at
the Fulton Hospital following an
extended illness. He was a resident of 103 Collinwood Street,
South Fulton,
Born July 9, 1907 in WeakleY
County, Tennessee he was the
son ofthe late Marion Alexander
and Etha Webb McRae. He was
associated with Main Street
Barber Shop for 35 years. He
and his wife also operated the
Mac and Fay Flower Shop in
South Fulton for over 20 years.
A veteran of World War 11, serving in the U. 5, Army and a
member ofthe Lions Club, Marshall Alexander Post No.72, the
American Legion and the Civiten Club, he was a member of
the Central Church of Christ.
Survivors include his wife,
Fay Brasfield McNatt; two sisters,
Mrs. Paul
Herron,
Phoenix, Arizona and Mrs.
Genora Millhollon, Riverside
California.
Services were held at 3 p.m.
Monday, June 19, at Hornbeak
Funeral Chapel with Brother
Charles
Houser officiating.
Interment was in Eastside Cemetery at Martin.
Active pallbearers were Gene
Moody, Guy Upton, John Vertittle, Bill Smith, Van Latta and
Charles Wright.
Honorary pallbearers were
R. L. Harris, G. A. Thomas,
Carlie Bell, Robert Foy, R. 0.
Brown and Dean Collier.

HTER VISITS
Wade of Memg her grand, d Mrs. Jamie
d Mrs. Jimmy

Mrs.Lou Anna Pyle
Mrs. Lou Anna Pyle, widow
of Albert Pyle, died Wednesday,
June 14, at 5:20 a.m. at Haws
Memorial Nursing Home. She
was 96 and a resident of Clinton.
Survivors include four daughters, Mrs. Lorena Brown,
Beaver Dam, Kentucky, Mrs.
Roma Via and Mrs. Aileen
Puckett, both of Mayfield and
Mrs. Vergie Barclay, Clinton,
eighteen
grandchildren
and
thirty-three
great
grandchildren.
Services were held at 11 a.m.
Friday, June 16, at the Hopkins and Brown Funeral Home
Chapel in Clinton with the Rev.
J. W. Penny officiating. Interment was in the Shiloh Cemetery.

Bill Matthews
Bill Matthews, 79 retired
farmer of Dukedom, Route I,
died Friday, June 16, at the
Fulton Hospital after a long
illness.
A veteran of World War I,
and a well-known song writer
and song leader in this area,
he was a member of the Dukedom United Methodist Church.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Laura Matthews, a son,
Larry Matthews, Farmington,
Missouri, two brothers, Jack
Matthews and DeWitt Matthews,
both of Fulton, a sister, Mrs.
J. R. Ragsdale, Union City,
Tennessee.
Services were held at 3 p.m.
Sunday, June 18, at the Good
Springs Cumberland Presbyterian Church with the Rev.Tom
Smithmier and the Rev. Robert
Loranze officiating. Interment
by Jackson Funeral Home of
Dukedom was in the Good
Springs Cemetery.

Mrs. Janet Fowler
Mrs. Janet Bradshaw Fowler,
21, South Fulton resident, was
fatally injured in a three-car
crash, 11/2 miles south of Fulton on US 51 Saturday morning,
June 17, at 10:20 a.m. She died
at 12:30 p.m. at the Hillview
Hospital of injuries received
in the accident. Her husband,
Michael Fowler, also injured
in the accident, was treated for
lacerations and dismissed
Born December 30, 1950
in Fulton County, Kentucky, she
was the daughter of Bill Bradshaw of Hickman and Mrs. Arey
Bradshaw of Union City.She was
a member of the West Baptist
Church in Hickman.
Besides her parents and her
husband, survivors include a
sister, Mrs. Richard Wilkerson, Hickman; two brothers,
Earl Wayne Bradshaw, Nashville, and Joe Bradshaw, Union
City.
Services were held Tuesday,
June 20, at 2:30 p.m.at the West
Baptist Church in Hickman with
the Rev. J. T. Neely officiating.
Interment in Hickman City
Cemetery was under the direction of Chaney Funeral Home.
Pallbearers were Joe Cochran, Don Choate, Mike Pierce,
Bart Elam, Jimmy Potts and
Johnny Cochran.

I sure hope every father had
an enjoyable Father's Day Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Minard Kenney
have been home from Detroit,
Michigan the past week to be at
the bedside of his father, Mr.
J. B. Nanney for his surgery and
stay at Jackson Hospital. Mr.
Nanney has been moved back to
Martin Volunteer Hospital and
is doing fine and Mr. and Mrs.
Minard Nanney have returned
home.
We were so glad to visit with
them awhile Friday morning.
Rev. Bill Cannon and family
are spending their vacation with
his parents Mr. and Mrs. W.
A. Cannon.
Mrs. W. A. Canna) has been
on the sick list the past week.
We wish a speedy recovery for
her.
We enjoyed meeting with the
State Line Club Wednesday in
the home of Mrs. Mary Cavender in Fulton. Mrs. Estell
Brann was also a visitor at the
club that day.
I saw Brooks Oliver the other

day and he was walking with a
crutch. It seems a tractor he
was working with and left running jumped Into reverse gear
and broke his knee and ankle
and crushed the bone between.
This seemed like a bad thing
to me but he was in the best of
spirits about it and seemed
thankful it was no worse. We
cto hope he can soon be walking
without that crutch and not be
left a cripple.
Mrs, Norma Perry is getting
along flue after surgery a few
days back and may be home by
the time this news is out. We
hope she continues to improve
and is soon her old self again.
Our girls, Betty Jo and Kara,
called their Dad yesterday to
wish him a Happy Father's Day
and they are all fine. We are
looking for them all home in
August for a few days.
We still need a rain through
this part of the community.
Mrs. Evie Mitchel spent Sunday and Sunday night with Mr.
and Mrs. Clarence French.
Several from around here
were at Little Zion Sunday
night to hear Elder Boyd from
Mississippi preach.
Mrs. Stella Jones had surgery
last week and is getting along
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Special School To Deal With
Alcohol Abuse Problems

chief of Mental Health Services
at the Chicago Alcohrilic
Treatment Center, and Laura
E. Root, M.S.W., directoi of
the National Alcohol Trebling
Program for Professional!! at
Washington
University, ..St.
Louis, Missouri.
Representatives from the
courts, law enforcement
agencies, state departments
and agencies, industry,
churches and other disciplines
and occupations having an
interest in alcohol abuse and
addiction are expected to
attend, in addition to staff
members from each state
Comprehensive Care Center
and psychiatric hospital.
Kentucky's first School of
Alcohol Studies was held at
Murray State University last
year, attracting almost 200
participants.
Anyone desiring to attend
this year's school should
contact the Office of
Alcoholism, Kentucky
Department of Mental Health,
Frankfort, Kentucky 4060.
Enrollment will be limiter:ft°
300 Demons.

I
.

Mrs. Nellie Copelen

7

Mrs. Nettie Lee Copelen, 52,
former HIS employe, died suddenly early Wednesday,June14,
at her home on Route I, Fulton,
She was found dead in bed about
5.30 p.m.
Born in Hickman County,
Kentucky, August 8, 1919, the
daughter of A. E and Cornell
Elliott Green, she was a member of the Crutchfield Baptist
Church.
Survivors include her husband, Elmore Copelen;twodaughters, Frnaces Marie Copelen,
Fulton and Martha Kay Gallimore, Martin; two brothers,
James W. Green, Oaklawn, Illinois and William Billy Green
of Murray; five grandchildren.
Services were held at 2 p.m.
Friday, June 16, at the Hornbeak Funeral Chapel with the
Rev. James Holt and the Rev.
Charles Jobe officiating. Interment was in Rock Springs Cemetery,
Pallbearers were Richard
Byrd, John McClanahan, Tom
Carter, Wilson Barley, William
Kimbro and Carl Bell.

t

Pilgrim* from all Mexico come to aorship
at the
' Shrine of the Virgin of Guadalupe,
in Guadalupe
Hidalgo, Mexico's holiest frit).

Lan& J. Boswell
Lantie Johnson Boswell, 93,
Milburn, died Wednesday, June
14, in the Community Hospital
in Nfayfield. He was a brotherin-law of Mrs. Ellis Heathcott
and Mrs. Fanny Norman of Fulton.
Other survivors include a
daughter, Mrs. Mildred Helter,
Granite City, Illinois; a son, Bill
Boswell, Alton, Illinois, nine
grandchildren and two great
grandchildren.
Services were held at 2 p.m.
Friday, June 16, at the Milburn United Methodist Church
with the Rev. Charles McKenzie, the Rev. Gerald Yarbrough and the Rev. Gary Puckett officiating. Interment was
in Milburn Cemetery.

NIATTERS not where a Church may be,
rwhether
it is in one of the holiest
cities of the

world, or in the humblest little "home town"
of any man. Your Church consecrates, by
its
very being, the ground on which it stands,
and
it is the only Church in which you can right!)
show your devotion. Do it regularly., ami you
will win the freedom of spirit, and joyousness
of heart which blesses the Church goer in His
eyes.

Browder Bard

Herman Browder Bard, 71,
former Fulton resident, died
Saturday, June 17, at Western
State Hospital in Hopkinsville.
He was an employe of Browder
Mrs. Winnie Woody Shore, Milling Company for many
83, widow of Leslie Shore,long- years.
time Rives merchant, died at 7' Born February 13, 1901 in Fulp.m. Monday, June 19, at the ton County, sal of the late John
home of her daughter, Miss Thomas and Laura Ann Browder
Doris Shore, 218 West Paducah Bard, he was a member of the
Street, South Fulton.
Palestine
United
Methodist
Born in Glass, Tennessee on Church.
October 2, 1888, she was the
His only survivors are nieces
daughter of Arch and Nora Eliz- and nephews.
abeth Hornbeak Woody. She
He was preceded in death by
moved to Rives in 1908 and one sister, Mrs. Lela Bard and
taught school there for 36 years. four brothers, Cecil, Beckham,
She was a graduate of the Uni- Albert and Robert Bard.
Graveside services were held
versity of Tennessee Junior
College and a member of the Sunday, June 18, at the Palestine Cemetery with the Rev.
Church of Christ.
Survivors include a son, Joel James
Griffith
officiating.
Shore, Nashville, a daughter, Hornbeak Funeral Home was in
Doris Shore,Soutt Fulton; three charge of arrangements.
grandchildren, Ann, Beth and
Caroline Shore; two sisters,
APPROVED-Except for one
Miss Elva Woody, South Fulsection, Kentucky's air
ton and Mrs. J V. Gosnell,
pollution control plan has
Dyersburg.
Her husband preceded her in been approved by the federal
Environmental Protection
death in 1964.
Services were held at 1.30 Agency (EPA). The federal
p.m. Wednesday, June 21, at the agency rejected a section
White-Ranson Funeral Chapel concerning the publicizing
of
in Union City, with Brother Don industrial
pollution data.
Kester, minister of the Smith Measures
already are being
Street Church of Christ, South
taken by the Kentucky Air
Fulton, officiating. Interment
Pollution Control Commission
was in Eastview Cemetery,
to meet the federal objections.
Union City.

Mrs. Winnie Shore

its

fine, We do hope she can soon
be home and ci.k. again.
Mrs. Effie Croft went to be
with Stella and has been having
trouble with the inner ear the
past few days.
America. It is therefore
Mr. Chester Bennett is home
By Jim Farman
after being in the Baptist
imperative that all persons,
Special Writer
Hospital in Memphis for sevboth lay and professional, with
FRANKFORT, Ky- responsibility for
eral weeks. We hope he will
combating
continue to improve.
Professional and lay persons alcohol-related
problems,
Mr. Elmer Cannon is still interested in learning more
develop the insight, knowledge
in the hospital in Memphis about the problems of alcohol
and ability to lead a
where he had surgery last Mon- abuse and
addiction are being coordinated attack at
the
day. He is not feeling good.
urged to attend Kentucky's community level."
We hope Mr. Linzie Breeden
second
annual
School of
The
is much improved at this
school offers
Alcohol Studies at the presentations
writing.
by leading
University of Kentucky, July authorities in
the field of
9-14.
alcohol problems, and
The training sessions are discussion groups
with
REPORT-The state Tobacco
sponsored by the Kentucky experienced leaders.
and Health Research Board
Department of Mental Health
made its first report to the
Subjects to be discussed
and
the
University of include
General Assembly and noted
"The Role of Alcohol
Kentucky
Committee
on
Drug
recent progress in smoking and
in American Society," "Social
Abuse, in cooperation with the
health research. The board
Aspects of Drinking and
state Interagency Council on
coordinates smoking and
Non -drinking,'' and
Alcohol Problems,
health research
"Comprehensive Approaches
at the
Mental
Health to Alcohol Problems
University of Kentucky
in the
Commissioner Dr. Dale H
Community."
financed by revenue from the
Farabee, in announcing this
state cigarette tax. Its report
Faculty members, recruited
year's school, said,
from across the nation, include
said tobacco chemistry now
"Alcoholism has been
Dr. Stanley Gitlow, of the
may be altered by filters,
described as the most
New York Medical Center;
additives or extractions.
untreated treatable disease in Vincent
D. Pisanti, Ph.D.

Greenfield Monument Works

Ar

'FIEND

HURCH

MUM

This feature is sponsored by the following public-spirited firms. The nicest way to thank them is
to patronise them.

J
Liberty Super Market
Ennio Puttee, Teemesse•

M & B Gulf Station
Kentucky Ave. at Reed

Midtown-Fulton R. E. C. C.
"Live ado« Illeetrieally"
Michasea, Ky.

E. W. James and Sons

Fulton Electric Systeme

SUPERMARKETS

Pultsa, KaalneKY
NS Mein etreet
412-13111

Tires, Batteries, Accessories
412.1060

The Citizen's Bank
Mak• our bank your bank
Hickman, Ky.
236-2655

Hickman

South Fulton

Union City

Fulton
Coca-Cola Bottling Co., Inc.
Kentucky Ave.

Fulton

472.1471

sampihnenzt so
rasa leak
ml IIINININN SANK

- In Operation 68 Years * Large Display •
• Well Lighted At Night *
• Open Sunday Afternoons *
W. D. Powers

Greenfield

Fulton

Phone 235-2293.

/plan, Ky.

Phone 4724853

J. B. livIANESS & SONS

,Ky.

Greenfield, Tenn.
•

Hornbeak Funeral Horne
IN Can one
473-1411

Turner's Pure Milk Co.

Henry I. Siegel Company, Inc

At the Store-or at your doe,
Fulton, Ky.
471-3311

Fulton and Seuth Futter
• Good Plac, to work

limy Shrink Trucidag
NUNN
Clhdoe. Ky.

ll4/11

Girl Scouts enjoy wonderful
world of outdoor camping
Over 100 young Girl
Scouts met each morning last week at the
"Cayce Jones Camp"
on the grounds of the
Cayce
Elementary
School for the annual
Girl Scout day camp
activities.
All shapes and sizes
Cayce
of Hickman,
and Fulton Brownies,
Juniors and Cadettes
met in their various
age groups from 9:00
in the morning until
2:30 each afternoon
under the direction of
Mrs. Billy Atwill and
Mrs. James Jeffress,
both of Cayce. Each
group was led by individual organizers as
well as a senior scout
aid. Mrs. Bobby McKelvey of Hickman assisted with any necessary first aid.
Besides the girls and
their leaders, nearly
15 "tag alongs" enjoyed the week's events.
youngsters
These
were the sons and
the
of
daughters
who
camp's leaders
participated in the fun.
aides, Miss
Senior
of
Carmen Rudolph
Fulton and Miss Diane
Cartwright of Hickman, helped entertain
the "tag alongs."
Pictured at left from
top to bottom are over
100 Girl Scouts representing Hickman, Cayce and Fulton who participated, with their
leaders, in the annual
day camp activities.
Each group chose a
name for their group
in remembrance of the
greatly eulogized Cayce Jones for whom the
camp was named.
The second photo from
top shows the Junior
Rambler 1 "Express"
group preparing for a
hike with their leaders, Mrs. Forrest McAlister, Mrs. Larry
Carroll
and senior
aide, Miss ChrisJones,
all of Fulton.
Junior
Ramber
II
"Engineers" are pictured in the fourth photo from top as they
make ready for their
lunch break. Leaders,
Mrs.Max McDade,
Mrs. Robert Cherry,
Miss Wanda Counts
and senior aide, Miss
Vicki Bard, all of Fulton, need some nourishment, too!
In the fifth picture
from top, members of
the Junior Rambler II
"Engineers" conduct
the daily flag raising
ceremony as all the
other campers watch
the ceremony.
"Troopers"
Junior
who practiced troop
dramatics most of the
week are pictured with
one "tag along"as they
with
work
leaders
Mrs. Jack Wilfong of
Hickman, Mrs. J. T.
Atkins and senior aide,
Miss Pat Robertson,
both of Fulton, learning
to assemble a
homemade teepee.
Junior
"Freighters"
are shown with their
Cayce leaders, Mrs.
James Jeffress
and
Mrs. Travis Cox, as
they
practice their
drawing and painting
skills while relaxing
in the shade.
The seventh and eighth
Cadette
grade
unit
"Crossties" are given
instructions by leader
Mrs. Adron Workman
of Cayce and senior
aide Miss Karen Clark
of Fulton. The patrol
names chosen by the
Cadettes were "Rails,
Spikes and Cabooses."

Jimmie George Is
Stationed Abroad

P-6

U. S. ARMY,GERMANY --Army
Sergeant Jimmie L.George, son
of Mrs. Elizabeth 0. George,
1102 Dogwood, Fulton, Kentucky,
is serving with the 8th Infantry
Division in Germany.
A section chief with Battery
B, 7th Battalion of the Division's
16th Artillery, he entered the
army in January 1969 and was
last stationed at Ft. Sill, Oklahoma.
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Announcement
The Farmers Exchange Bank In South Fulton has

A]
Pb

Mar

been selected as the collecting agent for the Gibson

VISITING NUNS
Continued from page one
nun in the order of the Sisters
of Charity of Nazareth, Kentucky. She has the smallest
class of religion this week with
the youngsters from the ages
12 to 14. She is the guest of
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Martinek
during the week study.
Sister Mary Josephine is at
the climax of her 46-year teaching career by presently teaching Junior and senior English
at Fancy Farm HighSchool.She
is also presently serving as
vice-president of the Graves
County Teachers' Association.
Quite musically inclined, Sister Mary Josephine plays the
guitar and sings, she is also
church organist.
At the end of her public
teaching career in four years,
Sister Mary Josephine says,
"I'll go anywhere that I can be
of service."
This unselfish attitude seems
to be the feeling of the trio of
nuns. Although they have all
given most of the years of their
lives to educating other people
spiritually and academically,
none of them are sorry or tired
of the--what some would say-yearly routines.
They are just sorry that they
do not have more time to give
of themselves for others.Sister
Anne Rita proved their constant
quest -for service when she declared, •I only wish I were sixteen again, so, I would have that
many years again to serve!".

County Electric Membership Corporation.
You can now pay your Gibson County Electric bill
at our bank. Another way we are serving you.

Hours open: Mon. through Thurs. 9:00 a. m.
to 5:00 p. on. Friday 9:00 a. m. to 5:00 p. m.
Closed Saturday. Staying open longer to serve
you beater.

FARMERS EXCHANGE
BANK
A FULL
SERVICE
BANK

Plume 479-3000

SEA!
Aluo
Gutt
Wi 9,

guttei
not p
fac to!

1Se

11.11k MM

or 479-3001

Member F.D.LC.

Have You Checked
Your SAVINGS Lately?
NOW IS THE TIME!!!

CZ6V
4
‹)
0

DAKAMI

Why not open a HAPPY MONEY SAVINGS PLAN?
Farmers Exchange Bank is now paying ALL the law allows:

4 1/2% On Blue Chip Passbook, compounded daily
You get your interest from date of deposit to the date of withdrawal.

5% On Golden Passbook, compounded daily.
Certificates of Deposit maturing in 12 months
5 1/2%, Compounded quarterly.

Certificates of deposit maturing in 24 months
53/4%, Compounded quarterly.
(Or we will send you a check each quarter on both 12 & 24-month CD's).

No
mi
sia
ter

(Note: our "Watch" offer expires July 1st.)

FARMERS EXCHANGE
BANK
"THE HAPPINESS BANK"
MEMBER

A FULE
SERVICE
BANK

SOUTH FULTON. TENN.

F. D.I. C.
PHONE 479-3000

A FULL
SERVICE
BANK

Phor

All the new space-age fireworks.
Plus the best of the old favorite*
Discount to quantity buyers.

Allen's Pottery
Located one mile south of
Fulton

Martin Hiway

New York City has 95,000 pay
Phones in public use.

South Fulton,Tenn.

This special offer expires July 20th.

We go to soy length to give you seamless customized
guttering for your home. White enameled - it will
not peel, crack or rust. Made at your home by the
per lineal loot
Factory-on -wheels. Use Sears Convenient Credit.
INSTALLED
Call Ma,-vin Cardwell at 479-1769 or
479-1420 for a free estimate.

NOW at Sears Catalog Sales Office
Broadway, South Fulton, Tenn.

All Sportswear .

13 OFF

One Group

Dresses, Costumes.. 13 orr

Lots & Lots! Just right for summer days ahead?

Junior Dresses....13 orr
(All famous name brands)

The Daisy
Southern Village Shopping Center
SOUTH FULTON, TENN.

15 Men,6 Weeks
Needed For Cake

You will be observing a lot
of dark smoke the next fewdays
after farmers combine the 20,000 acres of wheat in Obion
County. Farmers burn the wheat
straw to make the planting of
soybeans go faster after wheat
harvest.
One key to making good soybean yields when double cropping wheat and beans is to get
the beans planted as soon as
possible after the wheat is harvested. More moisture is available to germinate the beans
and get them up to a stand if
straw is burned than is straw
Is plowed under. Every day that
bean planting is delayed after
the middle of June can often
reduce soybean yields.
This year Obion County will
plant about 145,000 acres of soybeans with the planting about
85 percent complete at the present time. Due to reduction in
corn and mllo acreage the soybean acreage in Obion County
will increase this year about
25,000 acres. Seed beans can
still be secured locally, but you
may not get the particular variety of beans that you want.

BURNABY, B. C. — Fifteen
professional decorators spent
six weeks concocting a giant
cake baked in honor of British
Columbia's centennial celebration. The cake stood 28 feet tall,
weighed 25,500 pounds and was
decorated with a ton of brilliantly colored frosting,
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H Isn't itgreat
tobank
AJ where everything'sat?
II

a:3
0

Where the big difference is friendly people.
$
441
71,,te7hieci-6574‘14,7;
the Strong Bat k'Member FDIC
The only bank In Weakley County
serving it's customers continuously
since 1904, including the Great Depression

84,000 HOGS
Quite often we are asked about
the number of hogs in Obion
County. According to latest
farm cencus information, 84,000 hogs and pigs were reported
In the last census as being
sold in one year from farms
with farm sales of $2,500 and
over. 309 counties in the U.S.
sold more hogs than Obion.
Only three Tennessee counties
were in the top 400 hog counties
In the United States.
BLACKBIRDS CAN SPREAD
NEMATODES
According to James Epps,
Research Nematologist, USDA,
at Jackson, Tennessee, blackbirds may be guilty of the spread
of soybean cyst nematodes. This
evidence seems to be true for
three species of blackbirds including brown headed cowbird,
grackle, and starling.
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SALE PRICE
$14.95
LEADER
Sporting Goods

FREE CHECKING ACCOUNTS. How Free Can A Checking Account Be? What do we mean by FREE? Ahhhhh now our plan makes
sense. We mean you can write all the checks you please, free. We
mean we do not charge for Deposits.We mean there is no minimum
balance required so long as your balance covers the checks you write.
We mean there are no service charges at all. NONE! We mean that
our Free Checking Accounts are utterly, entirely, totally, absolutely,
magnanimously free. Open one with us and see.

All OutQuitting Business

Upstairs Over Leader Store
LAKII ST.
FULTON

SALE!
CALLUSY47912

9- Pieces of Fried Chicken ____ $1.99
8- Inch Pizza (made to order) _ $1.30
1/2 Pint of Our Potato Salad __ _ 40c
Sirloin Steak Sandwich
70c
Bay's Hamburgers
25c
— A Family Restaurant

STILL IN PROGRESS
Yes Folks! Now Everything
1111700FE

%Ma
l
IA°11
,...
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..1
1EVERY
aidTHINGii'
,1 11
Toutsc...
enn• tirsise,

usku

Now!We can prepare your favorite cut of steak In just five
minutes ... and just the way you want it! (We have just installed our new "Aristo-Ray" steak cooker to serve you better and faster...Try it!)
(This is all a part of our kitchen modernization and enlargement program, designed to serve you better.)

PRICED
FORA
SELLOUT !

.........

REGULAR PRICE 4 For $1.40
3- DAY SPECIAL PRICE
(Save 41c)

--WE NEED
MONEY'
LET US
PROVE IT'

MUST GO!
— BARGAINS SUCH AS —

Sewing Notions
1/2 OFF
JEWELRY
1/2 OFF

Potato Salad, by the pint or by the gallon

Barbecue, by the pound or by the shoulder
Home-made pies, by the piece or whole

Drapery Hardware
1/2 OFF
•

/-

Phone 472-3267 and Your Steak Will be Ready When You

Baked Beans, by the pint or by the gallon
Slaw, by the pint or by the gallon

Greeting Cards
1/2 OFF

11: am to midnight
11:am to 1: am
11: am to 2: am
Noon to midnight

FLOWERS
1/2 OFF

School Supplies
1/2 OFF

— Many, many more bargains too numerous to list —
HURRY WHILE THEY LAST

More Gas Produced

RIO DE JANEIRO — BrIall Smacking Fine
recorded a big increase in naKissing at
tural-gas production in the first the movies now is punishable
half of 1971, a 43 per cent rise by a three month jail sentence
or $115 fine.
to 103,060 cobliC Meters.

Crime In Kentucky Down, Report Shows
FRANKFORT, Ky --Although year-end
figures will not become available for several
weeks yet, the overall number of major
crimes reported annually in Kentucky may
be leveling off.
State Police Director Larry G. Boucher
said today that a recent report compiled by
the State Police Bureau of Uniform Crime
Statistics revealed that the number of major
crimes reported to police statewide during
the first nine months of 1971 dropped by 64
offenses when compared with last year's
total of 46,897 for the same period
"Despite increases in five of the seven
offense categories measured, we were still
able to report a decline in the overall total,
largely because of a significant drop in the
number of murders and thefts over $50," he
said

Murders were fewer by 7 2 per cent and
thefts over $50 were down by 3 3 per cent.
The five offense categories registering
increases were aggravated assault (up 8.2 per
cent), robbery (up 6 5 per cent), forcible
rape (up 1.5 per cent), auto theft and
breaking and entering (each up 0 5 per cent).
Among the more heavily populated
counties showing a lowered cnme rate were
Jefferson County where the overall
nine-month total declined from 20,751 in
1970 to 19,677 in 1971 and Kenton County
where the totals dropped from 3118 to
3081
In Fayette County, the 1971 total was
4898 offenses as compared with 4817 a year
ago
Robertson County, with 10 reported
offenses, had the lowest crime rate
state wide

COMPANIES- -Franklin
Circuit Judge Henry Meigs
modified an order allowing the
state to seize three Lduisville
insurance co inpanies and
permitted company officials to

Fulton, Ky.

Thursday, June 22, 1972

return to their offices. nder
the original order the state
Insurance Department had
appointed officers to run the
companies The firms were

rage 2

charged with "certain
Irregularities and alleged
violations of Kentucky
statu tes"

NEW CAR SHOPPING?

before
you buy•••
Wh:

In 1971, a total of 6,006 ships
moved in and out of the Si,
Lawrence Seaway.

VOTE FOR
SAMMY HADDAD
For
- CITY COMMISSIONER
of South Fulton
"SPECIAL ELECTION" JUNE 24, 1972
IF YOU WANT
• Your Voice Heard In City Hall.
• A Communication Link Between City Hall and the People.
• Restraint on Unnecessary Spending.
• A Commissioner for All the people of South Fulton.
THEN VOTE FOR SAMMY HADDAD Paid for by Sammy Haddad
LIFE-LONG RESIDENT OF SOUTH FULTON
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ANNOUNCING
The Appointment Of

VERNON SPRAGGS

FRANKFORT, Ky.— Units said, "The yearly encampment
of the Kentucky Air and Army allnws the unit to exercise its
National Guard will begin full capabilities as an aerial
annual summer field training photographic reconnaissance
this month
team "
Members of the 123rd
Kentucky Air Guard pilots
Tactical Reconnaissance Wing, will fly 10 sorties each
based at Shewmaker Air Base morning and 10 each
in Louisville, will participate in afternoon in their RF-101
a 15.day summer camp at Voodoo aircraft
Travis Air Base in Savannah,
LTC B.G
Wellman,
Ga., from June 10 to 24.
operations officer for the
About 4800 Army Guard Army Guard, said the four
troops from various parts of separate two-week camps will
Kentucky will train for two. be under "strict field
weeks at Fort Knox, Ky., Fort environment, geared at team
Hood, Tex., or Camp Pickett, and unit training."
Va.
The 123rd Armor unit,
Col Charles Sellins, of the based in Paducah, Ky., will
Kentucky Air National Guard, train June 16-July 2 at Ford
Hood, Tex. The 2nd Armored
no Day Pitons Division will conduct
and battalion-level
Y 472-1732 companyexercises for the Paducah unit.
Nike Phone
"Ile purpose of summer
472-1056 training," said Wellman, "is to
maintain a mobilization or
Wrecker Service
combat readiness status. The
camp shows us what we have
accomplished in the past year
and serves as the final
STANDARD SERVICE
objective in our training
4th & Ky. Aye. Fulton, Ky.
phase."
Tunii-up, Brake & Muffler
Sellins said about 700 Air
Guard personnel, including 32
pilots, will train in Savannah.
The Georgia base has served as
summer headquarters for the
Kentucky unit for the past
several years.
"Our photographic
reconnaissance team was called
to Alaska in August, 1971, in
support of a joint Army-Air
POET Operation ,and I flight
or sent to Hawaii, 11SO in
1971, to help-con:aril
-et two
barracks," he said.
The Kentucky Air National
Guard is completing its 25th
year of service to the state,
having been organized in 1947
at Bowman Field in Louisville.

GRADDY'S

AS

GENERAL MANAGER
OF

TAYLOR
Chevrolet -Buick, Inc.
Fulton, Kentucky

Vernon has been employed at Taylor Chevrolet-Buick
since July 1968 as a salesman.
He was appointed Sales Manager in 1969.
He will be in charge of the entire operation including
New and Used car sales, Parts Department, Service Department and Body Shop.
If you are looking for a new or used car the maii to
see is

Vernon Spraggs, General Manager

SUPER SAVIN61
Al Evans Drug
1..saws—
Clairol
Final Net
Reg. Price $2.25

Get so me extras
with the money you save
on LOW BANK FINANCING.
We're the bank
you can talk to ...

Fulton, Kentucky

ADVANCE

011%

SEASON

COAT

SAVINGS

'resenting. . . the best of the new
winter coat fashions! Special features: luxurious fur trims, assorted styles and colors. Select now..
a small deposit holds in our layaway.

WE
GNI

Excedrin
104's
Reg. Price $1.77

Geritol Tab
40's
Rig. Price $1.25

Ban Roll-On

Manicure Kit
Reg. Price $2.110

99c
It's Newt

Hawaiian Tropic
Suntan

Or One Of These Courteous Salesmen:
Chuck Jordan, Mike Williams, Manus Williams,
Aubrey Taylor, Roger Stephens or Dan Cunningham

Lotion and Oil
Alka Seltzer
Foil 35's
Reg. Price $1.2$

Cecil'
FOLGER'S

COFFEE
M.

HIGHWAY 307 472-2466 FULTON, KY.

ANSaxe

EVANS DRUG CO.
Lake P.

Fulton

With this
Additional I
Products E

72

Fulton, Ky.
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THIS WEEK'S
JACKPOT
$200

SOUTH FULTON, TENN.
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

DRAWING HELD EVERY SATURDAY AFTERNOON AT
3:00 P.M.
DOUBLE STAMPS ON WEDNESDAY

COME IN NOW AND REGISTER FOR WEEK NUMBER 6
mateatwo %wawa&

DIXIE PRIDE

EMGE TENDER SMOKED

BISC
UITS
„„.
GIVE

Sweet Milk
8 oz.
or
Buttermilkcans

FRYERS
th.21
BACON
690
STEAK
69c
LETTUCE RAMBURGEREm
b6Y
25t

PICNICS
6 to 8
lb. avg.

with
coupon

CUT UP

lb.

FAMILY PACK

3
9
°

MISS LIBERTY

FOLGERS INSTANT

COFFEE
99

with
coupon

UVI

SLICED

10 oz.
jar

RINDLESS

Tray Pack

lb.

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS

FRESH SLICED PORK

EI

lb.

ICEBERG

WE

MCSICICIWOMMICWIMMI
HUNT'S

SCOTT

TISSUE

4 Roll Pack -.-

39

DEL MONTE

he new
ial feaassortnow ..
.ur lay-

-GREEN GIANT SPECIAL-

PEACHES

3- 2 1/2 Cans _ $1.00

MISS DEBBIE LIQUID

GREEN BEANS 4 - 303 Cans $1.00

DETERGENT

TOP KICK

CREAM STYLE GOLDEN

APPIAN WAY

DOG FOOD 12- 15-oz. cans $1.00

CORN

PURINA

WHOLE KERNEL GOLDEN

32-oz. Bottle _

an DOG CHOW

59c

25 Lb.Bag __ _ $3.79

CARNATION EVAPORATED

MILK

5,Tall Cans

$1.00

4- 303 Cans

MILK

7 Tall Cans

$1.00

FRANKS
SLICED

32-oz. Boll. _ _ 39c

IzzA

15 oz.Hamburger
15 oz.Satts:tg.?.
.-yz.Cheese

$1.00

NIBLETS

L & M

BARBEQUE

CORN

$1.00

PEANUT BUTTER I2-oz. Jar 39c

CHICKENS

HEINZ

BARBEOUE

CORN

Lb. 69c

SLAB BACON
FOX DELUXE

$1.00

4- 303 Cans
4 - 12-oz. Cans _ _

CARNATION SKIMMED

gni

CX:101.
REELFOOT SKINLESS

FRENCH STYLE

CATSUP

WE

GROUND FRESH
SEVERAL TIMES
DAILY

FRESH
LARGE
HEADS

EXTRA
FANCY

89c

3- 303 Cans

PEAS

CATSUP

3- 14-oz. Bolt.

$1.00

Lb 69c
1/11

Lb. $1.89

PORK
VIIMX31:XXXIMCW

BREAST-O-CHICKEN

TUN

RICHTEX

SHORTENING

3Lb. Can

68c

DELTA
imma
in

TISSUE

MOWN

KRAFT

CHIFFON
MATCHES
FOIL

48-oz. Jar _ 8k

WE

10 Lb. Bag

$1.19

MINGLES

Twin Pack _ _ _ 69c

CECIL'S LIBERTY COUPON
Dixie Pride
BISCUITS

6- 8-oz. cans lc

With this coupon and $7.50 or more additional purchase. Tob. & Dairy Products
SAVE 55c With This Coupon
Cecil's Liberty Coupon
FOLGER'S INSTANT

10-oz. iar

this coupon arid $7.50 or
Additional Purchase. Tobacco & Dairy
Products Excluded.

With

Void Aker Juno 27 1172

SCOTTIES

Akkumnom

FACIAL TISSUE

CHEESE SLICES 12-oz. pkg. 69c
KRAFT

IL

0

Gallon _

2 Lb. Can Coffee
NO OTHeR PURCHASE NECESSARY

ORANGE JUICE

12-oz. Can 39c

FRUIT PIES 3 - 20-oz. Size $1.00
TRADEWINDS BREADED

8-oz Pkg. _ _ 49c

FISH STICKS
TRADEWINDS

BREADED SHRIMP 10-oz Pkg. 99c
TRADEWINDS

$1.17

POT PIES

1/2 Gal. 75c

Cecil's Liberty Coupon
SAVE 25c

WITH THIS COUPON ON THE PUS CHASE OF - 4 PACK CARTON

Carnation Slender

NO OTHER PURCHASE NECESSARY

Cecil's Liberty Coupon
SAVE 20c

1 Lb. Pkg. 35c

WITH THIS COUPON ON THE PURCHASE OF - GIANT SIZE

TOP JOB
NO OTHER PURCHASE NECESSARY

5 - 8-oz. Size _ $100

Cecil's Liberty Coupon
SAVE 15c
WITIH THIS COUPON ON THE PUR
CHASE OF - 3 - 6-0Z.CANS

Coniadina Tomato Paste
NO OTHER PURCHASE NECESSARY

Void After June 27, 1972

%%%%%%%%%%%

MORTON

ORANGE JUICE

WITH THIS COUPON ON THE PURCHASE OF -MAXWELL HOUSE

•••••••

HUSH PUPPIES

ADAMS FRESH

Cecil's Liberty Coupon
SAVE 20c

$1.00

200 Ct _ _ 37c

WESSON

18 oz. bottles

MISS LIBERTY

•••

MORTON

BAR - B -(WE SAUCE 3for $1.00
SWEET MILK

Exc.

5 Lbs. _ _

PAR KAY

RAFT END

11 oz.
size

ADAMS FROZEN

SOLID OLEO

\10
4

Except Ham,
Shrimp, Beef
and Chicken &

3 - 46-oz. Cans _ _ $1.00

YELLOW

NEWFANGLED

COFFEE

25' Roll 4 For _ _ _ $1.00

PUNCH

DIXIE LILY

FLOUR

2- 10-d- Cri. _ _ _ 29c

DIAMOND

HAWAIIAN

151 MIRACLE WHIP

MORTON

69c

FIRE CHIEF

39c

4 Rolls

32-oz. Btl.

Void After June 27, 1972

Void After Juno 27, 1172

Void After June 27, 1912

Cecil's Liberty Coupon
SAVE 30c
WITH THIS COUPON ON THE PURCHASE OF -ONE 6 PACK

Carnation Instant Breakfast
NO OTHER PURCHASE NECESSARY
Void After June 27, 1972

Fulton, Ky.
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NOW: OPEN SUNDAYS

kP

OPEN EVERY SUNDAY 11-A.M. TIL 6-P.M.
P.M.)

(MONDAY THRU

WEEK-END

THRU SUNDAY!!

SANTUNRDA:NOW

WHERE ECONOMY ORIGINATES

ANYWHERE!
PRICES
OVERALL
LOWER
FIND
TO
TRY
COMPARE! JUST

COUPON BELOW
SAVE $1" ON A WHOLE HAM WITH

1ff

LAS1

SUNNITE BACON

SEMI-BONELESS HAMS

0.00%.
100.
0.1-SO

imota

.vio-tt""
osis

POUND
PACKAGE

TRY IT!

LB.
LIMIT 4 WITH I" PURCHASE

Fresh Whole Fryers
BRUNDIGE
Sausage
Roll Sausage
Beef Franks

VIRGINIA BRAND

Sliced Bacon

LAST YEAR LB. 39'

SUPER-RIGHT

(NEW ITEM)

LB.
PKG.

Fish Sticks
Codfish

IASI YEARS PRICE . 85'

118.
PKG.

MARVEL BONELESS

Creel
FRESH

TURKEY ROAST

loril

HOT HO

Inc
a

TOM,

NEW
ITEM

A9c

1001.
PKG. II

LAST YEAR 53'

H&G FROZEN

YOU SAVE . .

LAST YEAR

$109

CAP'N JOHNS

WE0

2

1 LB.19C
PKG.

SUPER RIGHT or GORDON'S

1 LB.
PKG.

LB.

LAST YEAR LB. 59'

LB.

LB.

39c

59

PRICES GOOD THRU SUN., JUNE 18
SHAMPOO

KINGSFORD FROZEN STEAKS

White Rain

CUBE BEEFSTEAKS 16-oz
BREADED CRUCKWAGONieoz.,
BREADED PORK PATTIES( 1802 )BREADED VEAL PATTIES(180Z.

1
2

7 OZ.
BTLS.

AURORA TISSUES

3 9 „GTs.990
NORTHERN TOWELS

0

STEAKS
IN PKG.

BATHROOM

JUMBO
ROLLS8

•

PESCHKE SLICED BOLOGNA
TERI TOWELS
JUMBO 39C
ROLL

LB.
PKG.
A &P Regular or Crinkle -Cut

FRENCH FRIES

9

LB.
PKG.

/1666666000000000100066

THIS COUPON

'WORTH

SHAMPOO
LgION
3

CHEF•BOY-AR•DEE
FROZEN PIZZAS

CHEESE

_0(6011

MEAD & SHOULDERS

00 TowARt
S

THE PURCHASE OF A WHOLE HYGRADE

SEMI-BONELESS HA
Good only at A&P
WE0 STORES. Coupon good thru Sun
June 25th 1972 Rog N.C. W1010111
coupon. Lund 1 coupon per custonwr

IlicHW)TVVEIAL/11/

WE0

3G
3Z

SAUSAGE or
PEPPERONI

89C :,gz 99c

2.7 OZ
TUBE
2.4 OZ.
JAR

79c
79c
79c

0N
Bi6TE Mz
RE AL
REG. OR UNSCENTED

ULTRA BAN 5000
DEODORANT

79

5 OZ.
CAN

L4153c
Nestle's Choc. Quik
Strongheart Dog Food
5,,,?,'1 1 c
Jello Soft Swirl
= 29c
Aunt Jane's Kosher Iceberg Dill .2,:',1z63c
g.2 29c
Kitchen Bouquet
CHOW MEIN
g(gZ 87c
Chunking Skillet Dinners
,`>),,f 37c
Chunking Chow Mein Noodles
Vi! 25c
Chunking Soy Sauce
g2i 37c
Contadina Tomato Paste
91 221
110 lb bsg
BAG 61c
Domino Sugar
Pamper's Disposable Diapers DAY TIME EgT 87C

C

SCOPE
MOUTHWASH
1
24 OZ.
BT L.

29

LEMON JUICE
8 OZ
BTL

27

CREAMY Of

Skipi
Barb
Coo'
Glee
Fruil
OPEN-PIT

NABISCO CHIPS AHOY

2 89C
14 OZ.
PKGS.

Pamper's Disposable DiapersERNIGHT l2X.87e
Eggo Frozen Waffles
49'
Bath Site
Reg Puce 3/47c
Lux Bar Soap
17c off bath bars)
Lifebouy Bar Soap
riZ:35c
I7c off bath bars/
Phase III Bath Soap
017"".
f 13
.
Dove Bath Soap.Frei '1":1:65,oLVT:
PKG
:1°19C
Crisco Oil
Gravy Train Dog Food
,25At8-$2"
3
Parkay Soft Diet Margarine
g-,1:436
Sunshine Hi Ho Crackers
ri,g.z.51c
Maxwell House Coffee
az.85c

BANQUET

TOOTHPAS

MORTON F

WE
Ti
FO

Thursday, June 22, 1972

Fulton,Ky.

TAKE HOME MORE FOR
YOUR MONEY THIS WEEK AT
YOUR AU WE° ...

WHERE ECONOMY ORIGINATES
otia

tia

WASHINGTON DELICIOUS OR

WINESAP
APPLES

Page 5

MRS.
FILBERT'S
MARGARINE

4

O

VVith this coupon. Good only at A&P
WE0 STORES. Coupon good thru Sun.
June 25th, 1972. Reg. Price without
coupon. Limit 1 coupon per custonwr.

•

U

UVVQQVIVVVVVVENV

iloodc,H,n000
PLAIN or SELF-RISING

10/9

ROBIN HOOD
FLOUR
B.
LG
BA
5

With this coupon. Good only at A&P
WE0 STORES. Coupon good thru Sun.,
June 25th 1972. Reg. Price without
coupon. Limit 1 coupon per customer.

FOR

LESSER AMTS. LB. 29

HVVWV(PHHEIVVH_Jl.

ewe.

P•40.101..et

JANE PARKER
FRESH

lorida Limes
HOT HOUSE

(LAST YEAR

With this coupon. Good only at PAP
WE0 STORES. Coupon good Oyu Sun.,
June 25th, 1972. Reg. Price without
coupon. Limit 1 coupon per customer.

White Bread

2/21)

(Last Year 69c)
L1 0 11 0

Lb.

TOMATOES.

VACUUM-PACK

5 LB.
4 OZ.
BOX

20 OZ.
LVES.

FOLGER'S

00

With this coupon. Good only at A&P
WE0 STORES. Coupon good thru Sun.,
June 25th, 1972. Reg. Price without
coupon. Limit 1 coupon per CUEl0111111/.

COFFEE
ViTillidandillIndilliTIMADDI

IMPERIAL
MARGARINE
1 LB.
CTN.

-

V

asi Itios

With this coupon. Good only tit ASAP
WE0 STORES. Coupon good thru Sun.,
June 25th, 1972. Reg. Price without
coupon. Limit 1 coupon per customer.

1 LB.
CAN

'VV VU HUVUUMIHQVUU

eta.

in Sk$11

VITITIMMisineldridiliThIMMITIY

41` 7
.

WITH COOPO

St 45
LAS1 ILAIS PRO
IOU VA • •

CREAMY or CRUNCHY

Skippy Peanut Butter
Barbecue Sauce
C
Gleem
F
OPEN-PIT

BANQUET

(LAST YEAR 20`)

ook-n-Bags
TOOTHPASTE

MORTON FROZEN

(LAST YEAR 399

ruit Pies

WE ARE NAPPY
TO REDEEM
FEDERAL
FOOD STAMPS

1:59c

21684.69c
4
4
%19C

VCOLD !OWE

41e

COLD POWER
DETERGENT

Ala
LAUNDRY DETERGENTS

25' OFF
LABEL

84 OZ.
BOX
With this coupon. Good only at A&P
WE0 STORES. Coupon good thru Sun..
June 25th 1972. Reg. Price without
coupon. Limit 1 coupon per customer.
MU HOW WWI,

Viii/VtiVQVUVVIMUct

MIN ICPWIllatosi

84 OZ.
< BOX
WITH
COUPON

6479c

With this coupon. Good only at A&P
VVE0 STORES. Coupon good thru Sun..
June 25th, 1972. Reg. Price without
coupon. Limit 1 coupon per customer.

3

20 OZ. $1
PIES

Ideln111..li

Marvel Crackers

BLEACH 380
CLOROX 46 2
P
"

GAL

LB. BOX

tizt tibmaimmtbnimmalmff
FREEZE-DRIED
EPIC
COFFEE
40

59c

JAR

With this coupon. Good only at A&P
WE0 STORES. Coupon good thru Sun..
June 25th, 1972. Rep. Price without
coupon. Until 1 coupon per customer.

F°R

4
9

Fulton,Ky.
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Dairy Farmers Always Profit With...

OM WarEVERY TIME
DX Service Station tor rent.
1,Mor,
on busy corner.
Write to 792 Russell Road.
Jackson, Tennessee stating
qualifications.

•
ot.

Seki
tt•

3111111i

s •
0."

st

BURR HALL outside latex
paint on sale. 54.50 gallon. Fulton Paint & Glass Company,
472-3201.

7"-

$

'RENT Wheelchairs, crutches
and other convalescent aids at
CITY SUPER DRUG 406 Lake
Fulton. Ks,
— —
SARFNIG1iA SPIRIUN'G' The
weather's great — so get out of
the house, start earning money
as tan Avon Representative.
Discover how easy it is to sell
Avon products to friendly people Call: 8082708 or write—
Mrs. Margaret Taylor, Box
1022, Pailacah. Ky. 42001.

• y

Modern Farm EquipmentIs Tops For Efficiency
The modern Dairy Farmer.
with a tremendous investment
in land, livestock' and buildings, is a business man. His
efficiency is aided immensely
by modern dairy farm equipment and machinery.

2087 East Reelfoot Ave.
Union City, Tennessee
Better Homes • Better Pr:ces
Better Service

Free Delivery S
— Free Set-Up 2

We handle De Laval Milking Egiup.
went and the best lines of dairy
JOHN DEERS
Supplies that money can buy.

Including Blocks, Straps
2
and Plumbing

Written. Service g
Warran1ies
lwAr,ff4rairArAvA

BURNETTE

Low Overhead
Discount Prices
Instant Bank
Financing

_
Plans
MalttillitT

— All This And More At

TRACTOR COMPANY

US 45-51 BYPASS

Mobile Home Sales

37th ANNUAL JULY 4th CELEBRATION &

niii AMONIECOMING
SPONSORED BY THE YOUNG MEN'S BUSINESS
a,

ARTIRBO
,TENN.

vi

JULY 4, 1972
fs

YMBC PARK

I Mid-South Shows On The Midway July 3— July 8

All Seats In The Shade
11,

v

,s4

460.1s
COS° .0 114
'
s
0
444

SPECIAL PURCHASE: Short
sleeve sport shirts, $1 00. Boys
size 8-18, assorted solid colors.
$2.00 values. P. N. Hirsch.
South Fulton.

Entertainment July 4 — Noon To Midnight!
— Dotty West and the Heartaches
— Merle Travis
— The Monarchs Quartet
— Richard Welch and the
Young Harvesters
Herb Cathey - Emcee

WANTED!

FOR SALE BY OWNER 1967
Caprice, 2 door hardtop, all
oower and air, bucket seats.
center console. Less than 45,000
zctual miles. One owner, $1275
179-1683, South Fulton.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
MAN OR WOMAN
Reliable person from the.
area to service and collect from
automatic dispensers. No experience needed .. . we establish accounts for you. Car,
references and $995.00 to $1,995.00 cash capital necessary.
4 to 12 hours weekly could net
good part-time income. Fulltime more. For local interview.
write, include telephone number, Eagle Industries, Departinent By, 3938 Meadowbrook
Road, St. Louis Park, Minnesota 55426.
"LOSE UP TO 4 INCHES VN
90 MINUTES Secret formula
used for years in expensive salons available for home use.
Really works. Instructions $4.95.
LOSE 5-10-25 pounds or more
Fast with amazing, satisfying
Delta Diet. $3.00 Money back
guarantee. Both - Complete
Program $7.00."
Specialty Services P. 0 BON
1086C15 Peoria. III. 51801

1,000 Stamps Tell
Of Oil
HOUSTON — Petroleum has
been the theme of more than a
thousand postage stamps issued
throughout the world in the last
50 years or so.

Butterfly Hits
30 M.P.H.

GARAN, INC.,
Clinton, Ky.42031

Moss Drive,

5

to get dependable fly control
unless cattle are fed ...

v or-"ill

VV—

ftt
-).

STOCKADE
Bar-Fly/Hi-Boot
- Block

•

;

.
p

TWICE the
car look. tit
white letter'

TRuED1
i
,.
mithas Balanced i

1TIRES

II

Office Opens 7:15 pm.

Fri. - Sat.. Sun.
Big Jake Shows Al
— 7:30 p. m. —

1

City Tire Co.
tot W. State Line
I. Felten - P. 478-2141

Because Stockade Bar-Fly/Hi-Boot Blocks contain 50',, blackstrap molasses equivalent, cattle
eat their lair share daily and get the necessary
dosage of Bar-Fly (the larvae killer).
With Stockade, cattle also get extra vitamins..
minerals,., salt ...plus additives for control of
worms. foot rot and soft tissue lumpy law.

Your indi

Browder Milling Co.; Inc.
Fulton. Ky.

Dial 472-1300

Your STOCKFIDE Headquarters

******************************************

A. C. Bui

congratul
and urge
ducts.

MONTH
And Our Bank Joins In
Saluting The Dairy Farmer!
His Contribution to the Health and
Prosperity of the Nation is a Major One
The effort anti etitorptise of tlic dairy farmers of America in producing

illniErriAtilr6t1tIrttittn Wittft

We Welcome Every Opportunity
to be of Service to YOU!

Progres
make to

John Wayne
khard Boom

WAYN1

"Big Jake"

Use Our Drive - In Window

—And—
Shows at 9:20 p. m.
William Holden
Ernest Borgnine In

411k

SIX MEN OUT OF HELL
THESE ARE

GEIS!

The Big Friendly

FULTON BANK
MEMBER FDIC
/NW

NMI

praise and gratitude of us all.
It has been a pleasure for our bank to
k.A1/114LZ/44.2414Mii 1,1 work closely with many dairy farmers
DRIVE - IN WINDOWS
in this area for a long time ... supplyOpen 8: am Daily
ing the credit to enable them to further
INSTALLMENT
their plans for the care and improve'molt of their livestock, land, essential
LOAN DEPT.
equipment and buildings. For this is
Open 'til 5 pm each aftera bank . . . offering a wide range of
noon] until 6 pm on Friservices, under one roof, to one and all.
days.

CONTINUOUS
ja
ENTERTAINMENT

Midnight

WID

2 4 2 belle(
cord plus T

1

I

1

SHERIFFS---Att3
Hancock says a
bill to help cout
unconstitutional
"disservice" to t
would exempt
liability for the a
deputies. Hance
says the General
no power to

There's no way

Vas WWI Square Tim
s. v

Fulton, Ky.

(114111511X0.

products essential to tit health and vitality of our nation deserve the

MIAMI — The monarch butterfly can fly 30 miles an hour
and can cruise great distances
at 10 mph. One banded monarch covered 1,870 miles in 18
weeks.

Boa

Full-time, steady employment
Apply At Office:

WCMT . Radio

.$
•

Come early and stay late
Meet old friends and
Make new ones!
Children 50c Adults $1.00

A South Fulton man serving a
sentence in the Obion County Jail
has been charged with aiding and
abetting three other men who
broke out of jail on June 9.
Obion County Sheriff T. C
McCullough said Gary Fozzard,
22, was taken before General
Sessions Judge Ebb Gwaltney
Friday morning and placed
under $500 bond. The case will be
taken before the grand jury in
September.
Sheriff McCullough said
Fozzard was serving as a trusty
at the jail and is accused of
purchasing some hacksaw blades
which he turned over to Lester
James Dorton, James Hood and
Jimmy Dale Fry. The trio subsequently sawed through two sets
of bars to obtain their freedom.
Despite a widespread search,
none of the escapees has been
recaptured.
Fozzard is serving a ninemonth sentence for breaking and
entering, Sheriff McCullough
said.

WII7KELS ALIGNEI

Mobile Home Sales

BEST IN DAIRY FOODS alwiys.

••
•

DRAPERIES 'MADE FREE
v ben you purchase your material from our wide selection
of choice patterns, colors and
weaves. P. N. Hirsch 8, Coinparty, South Fulton.

Malati!irr Parr

equipment to help him serve you better, and we Salute him
for his determination to assure you the

so\

SALESMAN OR
SALESWOMAN
•
I am looking for 2 men or
,4 omen who want to earn $120.00
to SI50.00 per week now with
opportunity for excellent future. Must have car and pleasant personality. This is not just
an ordinary lob. Send short
resume to P. 0. Box 442. Fulton, Ky. 42045.

"How to earn at home as a
commission mailer and adLET US board your small
dresser. Rush 25c with selfad- animals for a worry-free vacadressed, stamped envelope for tion. Pamper Poodle Parlor.
details." Specialty Services Phone 479-2229.
P. 0. Box 1080C15 'Peoria, III.
61601.
BOAT FOR SALE 1968 model.
14 foot fiberglass runabout with
05 HP motor and trailer. Ali
for $700. Call South Fulton 4791683.

We are here to serve the needs of the Dairy Farmer with

FULTON,KY.

Experienced Sewing Machine Operators

In Jailbreak

THE LONG GREEN LINE
...from John Deere
vo

Now, most important in this
whole picture is the man who
owns and cares for the cows
He makes all this possible ...
assuring consumers an abundance of pure, fresh Milk.

Taking Applications For

Trusty Charged

FULTON, KY.

Waynt
Wayn
Way]
Wa
NV;
Waynt
Wayn
Way:
Wa3
Wa

IT

4

Fulton, Ky,

Thursday, June 22, 1972

SHERIFFS—Atty. Gen, Ed
Hancock says a House-passed
bill to help county sheriffs Is
unconstitutional and actually a
"disservice" to the officers. It
would exempt sheriffs from
liability for the actions of their
deputies. Hancock, however,
says the General Assembly has
no power to pass such a
nwasure.

Page 7

PERMITS—Gov. Wendell H.
Ford ordered the state
Division of Reclamation to
stop Issuing new strip-mining
permits In the first such
Industry-wide stoppage in
Kentucky history. An aide to
the governor said the halt was
called to allow time for
studying the situation,

BUDGET---Experts estimate Ford's 1972-74 state budget.
the average Kentucky family The plan would remove the
of four will save about $65 per five per cent sales tax on
year under Gov, Wendell H. take-home groceries and raise

Dan W. McKinnis, former Obion County Judge and a longtime
figure on the county's political scene, Thursday afternoon was
elected executive director of the Tennessee County Services
Association,a position once held by another Obion Countian, the late
U. S. Representative Robert A. 'Fats Everett.
The association's board of directors met in Nashville to interview
eight applicants before selecting Mr. McKinnis for the position. He
will assume his new duties July 1.
The Tennessee County Services manager of the Ken-Bar Resort
Association is an organization at Gilbertsville, Ky.,a position he
made up of all county judges, held for a year and one-half. He is
county highway supervisors and presently a staff member in the
Judicial
Accounting
Cost
Division in the office of the State
Comptroller of the Treasury in
Nashville.
Mr. McKinnis and his wife,
Mrs. Mary Kay McKinnis, have
three children: Mrs. Richard
Phebus of Nashville, Mrs.
Richard Kelly of Martin and John
David McKinnis of Martin.

fill71111.11
=
construction
for better
ride and
"road feel"

Contest For
Ti%irlers Is
Scheduled
2 • 2 belled construction, TWO bias plies of polyester
cord plus TWO stabilizing Fiberglass belts give up
to
TWICE the mileage of unbelted tires. Low slung racing
car look, quiet smooth ride. Also available with raised
white lettering on sidewall. •

Scates
Tire Service
HIWAY 51

at MIDDLE ROAD

Your independent Hercules dealer knows tires best!

*******

A. C. Butts and Sons and Wayne Feeds
congratulates our AREA DAIRY MEN
and urge yot to use MORE dairy products.

A twirling contest, open to all
baton twirlers, is planned for
June 29 at Eddyville. The Waterland Twirling Spectacular is
sanctioned by the United States
Twirling Association and certified judges will be attending.
commissioners in the state.
The competition will include
As executive director, Mr. beginner,
Intermediate, adMcKinnis will spend much of his
time working in behalf of vanced solo, strutting, two baton,
teams
and
a special event
legislation for the benefit of all
for pre-beginners — contestants
counties in the state.
who
never
have
entered a sancMr. McKinnis succeeds the late
Jim Tipton of Milan who died tioned contest.
Each contestant will compete
about three months ago. His
office is located in Nashville but against twirlers in her own age
Mr. McKinnis plans to maintain a group, and awards will be prehome on Route 2, Troy.
sented through seventh place in
After service during World War each event.
11, Mr. McKinnis returned to
Additional information may be
Obion County and was elected
circuit court clerk in 1946. In 1958, obtained from the contest director:
Mrs. Deborah Hooks, Eddyhe was elected county judge. He
resigned in 1969 to become ville Rt. 2, telephone 502-5453263.

&Mini) at the R. B. Watts Caren located 2 miles %visit of Fulton, Ky. on (Hwy. 129) State Line Rd.(Watch for Large Auction signs.)

Sold Farm, m Health, Breaking Up Housekeeping — (47 years at this location)
HOUSEHOLD — ANTIQUES — CURIOS
, QL1),S4WABg,-.-- SHOTGUNS
TOOLS
MISC
Terms: Cash or personalized check — Plenty of
Shade — Lunch by Country Boy Drive -In
Catering Service, Tulin, Ky.
Sale Conducted by
Ainley's Auction Service - Dukedom, Team.
Col, Rubsrt Ainley, Auctioneer: Lic. No. 6
Phone 822-3593, 472-1371 Dukedom. Team.

the state gasoline tax two
cents. A family of four would
pay $80 less for groceries and
about $15 more for gasoline,

Harvey. the -other man" in a
domestic triangle. heard some
alarming news: the wormin's husband had bought a gun and was
spoiling for trouble. No coward.
Harvey decided to confront his
rival face-to-face.
It was a fatal mistake. Words
led to bullets n d Harvey was
shot dead.

In due course, his relatives
tried to collect on his S10,000
life insurance policy. They
'claimed not only the $111,000 but
also an extra $10.000 as "double
indemnity," payable in case of
accidental death.
However, a court denied the
extra $10.000. saying Harvey's
death was not really an accident
at all. The court said he was
well aware, when he sought out
the angry husband, that he had
an excellent chance of being
killed.
Double indemnity for accidental death is a common feature
in life insurance policies. But it
is not payable if the victim had
recklessly courted danger.
This is true even if what he
did was simply in the name of
fun. Thus, double indemnity was
denied to the family of a young
man slain in a game of "William
Tell." In a spirit of playfulness,
he had allowed a friend to shoot
at a tin can on top of his head
"One who volunteers his head
for such an experience," aid the
judge, "must anticipate injury."
Suppose the act was dangerous,
but the danger was not apparent
at the time. Then, as a rule, the
death would still be considered
accidental. For example:
A motorist skidded into a
ditch, While waiting for a tow
truck, he ran the motor to keep
his heater going. What he failed
to realize was that the end of the
exhaust pipe was trapped in a
mud puddle, causing deadly carbon monoxide gas to seep into
the car. Result: he was dead by
the time the tow truck arrived.
Was this accidental? Yes, ruled
a court, awarding double indein
nit), to the victim's family. The
court said his conduct could fairly be judged only by what he
knew at the time, not by the
wisdom of hindsight.

producing *
eserve the *
ur bank to *
ry farmers *
.. supplyto further *
improve- r
e
, essential *
or this is *
range of *
se and all. *

Progressive dairy farmers in this area
make more money feeding these fine
Wayne Calfnip
Wayne Calf Krunch
Wayne Calf Supplement
Wayne Fitting Krunch
Wayne dry cow and heifer
Wayne 10 high-flow pellets
Wayne 16% high-flow Krunch
Wayne 42% Dari-Blen
Wayne 32% Dari-Blen
Wayne 50% Dari-Blen

IT FATS TO FEED
4794641
Divadway Is Safi Falba
ON, KY.1
*******

KENTUCKY DAIRY PRINCESS RHONDA WALL SERVES
JUNE DAIRY MONTH CHAIRMAN JACK CROWNER

JUNE
DAIRY MONTH

WAYNE
FEEDS

J

•1-Coa t Covers any color
• Whitest Outside Paint you can bu)
• Formulated to "Breathe"
•Dries in minutes
•Clean up with soap &water

AMERICAN
DAIRY ASSOCIATION
OF KENTUCKY

STEAK

15

HEEL OF
U. S. CHOICE

Lb. 99c

RIB STEAK

BOUND ROAST

Lb. $1.09
Lb. $1.09

LAKE BRAND

RUMP ROAST

BOLOGNA whole or half stick Lb. 49c

Lb. 79c

LITTLE

BONELESS SIRLOIN

TIP BOAST

Lb. $1.49

Lb. $1.09

PORK CUTLETS

GEISHA SLICED

2 Lb. Bag _ _ $1.29

CHICKENS

BARBEOUE

Lb. 69c

PORK BARBECUE

Lb. $1.49

RIBS BARBECUE

Lb. $1.19

BACON

ONE COUPON PER
FAMILY AND ADDITIONAL
$7.50 PURCHASE
EXCLUDING MILK &
TOBACCO PRODUCTS

9c

QT,

SOUTH FULTON, TENNESSEE

$01 MAYONNAISE
59c PARKAY OLEO

DOUBLE
QUALITY STAMPS
ON
WEDNESDAY
KRAFT

FOR

NO. 2 SIZE CAN

B.
LAR
J

E

GENERAL ELECTRIC AM-FM
RADIO STEREO RECORD PLAYER

QUART

APPLE

1

LUNCHEON LOAF :
71 OsZIICHkr:MP
PAPER TOWELS
KLEENEX

BREAD
BABY FOOD

3FOR $11

LBS

PIES
3FoRs1

HYDE PARK

3 F°R $11

690

16 OZ. LOAF

HEINZ STRAINED

5
10 890
FOR

1
$1

SEALSWEET FROZEN ORANGE

FRE E 25,000
DRINKS QUALIT
JUICE
Y
STAMPS
5
3 $1

ORANGE
28 OZ. BOTTLES
ROOT BEER
GINGER ALE
CLUB SODA
1
FOR
GRAPE
COLA

12 OZ. CAN

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

To Be Given Away Wednesday, July 5th
No Obligation - Register When You Visit Our Store

FOR

PLUS
QUALITY
.TAMPS

HOME GROWN YELLOW

NICE LARGE HEADS

LETTUCE

250

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

jARS

HYDE PARK

HEAD

$1

MORTON'S FROZEN FRUIT

PEACH

No Obligation - Register When You Visit Our Store

3

KRAFT

CHERRY

To Be Given Away Wednesday, July 5th
PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

LB.

SAUSAGE
CHEESE

5 For $1.00
5 For $1.00

BARBECUE
HAMBURGERS

REELFOOT HOUSER VALLEY SLICED

WITH THIS COUPON

SALAD
DRESSING

JENO'S FROZEN

PIZZA
690

19

KRAFT MIRACLE WHIP

KRAFT

PORK SAUSAGE

Lb. 99c

$

STEAK
PINEAPPLE
GRAPE JELLY

Lb. 59c

CORN VALLEY

U. S. CHOICE CLUB

DOUBLE
QUALITY STAMPS
ON
WEDNESDAY

CHIEF

FRANKS

BONELESS

Lb. 65c
Lb. 69c
Lb. 59c
Lb. 53c

SANDWICHES

Lb. 79c

LOIN SLICED

Lb. 79c
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19 LBS.

WHOLE
BUTT - HALF
SHANK HALF
SHANK PORTION

'Palflet1UARTER

BONE - IN

BONELESS TENDERIZED

ROUND STEAK
HALF - ROUND
swiss
STEAK

HAM

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

LB,

Thursday, June 22, 1972

Fulton, Ky.

REELFOOT W.A. SMOKED

U. S. CHOICE ROUND

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

SQUASH BELL PEPPER POLE BEANS
290
100
15E
'A' LARGE
E.W.JAMES Fp SONS!' GRADEEGGS
LB.

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

This ad good Thursday June 22 thru Wednesday June 28, 1972

Register For A Years Supply of

REELFOOT BACON
1 - Pound Per Week for 52 Weeks
To Re Given Away July 5th

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

EACH

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

1

LB.

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

Register For A Years Supply of

cr

4asemaselk
&

1 - Dozen Per Week for 52 Weeks
To Be Given Away July 51h

